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ABSTRACT 
The major problem addressed by this research is the design and implementation of a 
command and control architecture to add company-level missions to an existing real-time 
combat-simulation system. The US Army is using the Modular Semi-Autonomous Forces 
(ModSAF) simulator to conduct research in simulation training. ModSAF only provides 
platoon and vehicle missions. Adding company level missions to ModSAF will allow a 
single operator to effectively control a greater number of forces and retain realistic 
behaviors. 
The approach taken was to utilize ModSAF' s finite-state machine architecture, and 
NPSNET -- a three dimensional combat-simulation system, to develop, test, and implement 
a company-level combat simulation mission. Simplistic terrain reasoning algorithms and a 
command and control finite state machine architecture were added to the ModSAF system. 
The result is a prototype company-level mission "Occupy an Assembly Area," 
providing a successful proof-of-concept implementation of company level mission 
development using ModSAF's current finite state machine architecture. This research 
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For the last two years, the Army Times newspaper, a weekly, unofficial report of Army 
related issues and news, has contained articles relating two common topics which greatly 
affect the Army; the first is the tightening of the defense budget, and the second is the 
drawdown of the services. In an article dated 15 February 1993, Defense Secretary Les 
Aspin ordered the services to cut their operating and training budgets, with the Army taking 
a four percent cut, about $2.5 billion dollars, from its spending plan. Mr. Aspin 
recommends "more effective use of simulation and other proven techniques." [Mathews, 
93]. As the Army continues to drawdown its forces, it will continue to search for effective 
ways to train its soldiers with less training dollars and with less trainers. In this search for 
more cost-efficient training methods, the Army will increasingly look at the potential for 
using computer simulations to train its soldiers. 
The Army extensively uses simulators to train its soldiers. One example is the The Unit 
Conduct of Fire Trainer (UCOFT). Every armor battalion now utilizes the UCOFT for 
required pre-gunnery training. The UCOFT trains M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle crews and 
M1 crews in crew gunnery skills. This author's use of the UCOFTin training gunnery skills 
to soldiers resulted in documented higher unit gunnery scores. The UCOFT computer 
simulation closely replicates the actual behavior of an Ml Tank. It is the realism of this 
simulator that is the key to its success. As the Army looks at utilizing trainers for tactical 
training, the issue of realism must be addressed. 
Some early development in the use of tactical simulation trainers began with SIMNET 
(SIMulator NETworking). In 1984 the U.S. Army Armor School had a SIMNET tactical 
trainer site, which included a human operator control station, and 14 M1 Abrams Tank 
simulation stations. SIMNET, started by ARPA in 1983, was still in its early development 
as a computer combat simulation system that allowed the integration of manned tank and 
aircraft simulators with computer semi-automated forces (SAFs) [Ceranowicz, 93-1]. The 
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computer-generated semi-automated forces were controlled by an operator at a single 
workstation. In this manner, the Army could replicate large battles while only manning a 
few vehicles. The SAF operator could replicate both the adjacent friendly forces, and the 
opposing forces on his workstation. The system was designed to provide realistic behaviors 
from the computer forces engaging in combat with the manned simulators [Stanzione, 89]. 
ModSAF (Modular Semi-Automated Forces) is a continuation of the development of 
semi-automated forces. Its modular design provides a platform for SAF and DIS 
(Distributed Interactive Simulation) research. The goal of the SAF system is the same, to 
allow a single operator to exhibit realistic behaviors of several vehicles and larger units to 
fight against human opponents [Ceranowicz, 93-1]. The Naval Postgraduate School 
recently acquired ModSAF, version 1.0. 
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The number of entities a human operator can manage in a combat simulation system 
is greatly affected by the level of autonomous decision making performed by the computer 
generated forces. The greater the automation of the lower-level behaviors and decision 
processes, the more entities the human operator can manage and still retain realistic unit 
and vehicle behaviors. [Ceranowicz, 93-2]. ModSAF, version 1.0, only provides platoon 
and vehicle level missions. The human operator must individually control each of these 
platoons to portray company-level behaviors. The addition of company-level missions to 
ModSAF, incorporating the existing platoon level missions and vehicle reactive behaviors, 
will enhance both the types of possible operations, and the realism of the computer forces 
the human operator is controlling. 
C. APPROACH 
Perhaps the most challenging part of the research for the implementation of company 
level missions in ModSAF was gaining a detailed understanding of the existing code. The 
release information file for ModSAF 1.0 (Loral Advanced Distributed Simulation, Inc., 
Copyright 1993) provides some insight into the size of this program, which includes 150 
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source libraries with 326,335 lines of code, approximately 215,000 lines being actual C 
code. This required extensive backward engineering and detailed analysis to determine the 
coupling and dependencies of the libraries used in ModSAF. 
The incorporation of higher-level company missions is premised on utilizing the 
existing finite state machine architecture of ModSAF 1.0. After a detailed analysis of the 
design and implementation of finite state machines, and the construction of an independent 
library module, a prototype company-level mission, "Occupy an Assembly Area" was 
designed and implemented, requiring only minor changes to the current functionality of 
ModSAF. 
D. ORGANIZATION 
Chapter IT introduces some of the current research work being done in the area of 
autonomous agents, specifically in the areas which utilize ModSAF. This chapter provides 
a starting point with which to discuss further development of the use of autonomous agents 
in combat simulations. Chapter Ill provides an overview of the ModSAF system and its 
architecture. The development of company level missions is premised to utilize the existing 
architecture of ModSAF, so an introduction to the finite state machine architecture and use 
of tasks is reviewed to provide a general understanding of ModSAF' s autonomous agent 
control. Chapter IV describes the general concepts and procedures of an Assembly Area 
mission. Included in this chapter is a discussion of the overall mission and the individual 
and unit actions performed during the accomplishment of the mission. Chapter V is a step-
by-step breakdown of the design strategy. Chapter VI is the implementation of the 
Assembly Area mission in ModSAF. These chapters outline the existing ModSAF 
functionality incorporated into the Assembly Area mission, and the specific code which 
was reconfigured, or designed, to attain the desired unit and vehicle behaviors. Chapter VII 
summarizes the accomplishments of the research in this area, and provides insight into 
further research which is needed in the area of company level missions using autonomous 




A. LOCAL THESIS WORK 
The Computer Science Department at the Naval Postgraduate School developed and 
implemented a three-dimensional simulation system -- NPSNET -- using the Distributed 
Interactive Simulation (DIS) protocol (Figure 1). Soon after its development, research 
work began on how to incorporate autonomous agents into this three-dimensional world. 
Two local theses, NPSNET: Physically Based, Autonomous, Naval Surface Agents written 
by LT John Hearne, and Tactical Decision Making in Intelligent Agents: Developing 
Autonomous Forces in NPSNET by CPT Michael Culpepper, provided groundwork in the 
area of using an external planning agent to provide realistic behaviors to autonomous 
agents in NPSNET. Both Hearne and Culpepper used an expert system tool -- CLIPS -- to 
develop expert system shells to replicate behaviors of computer agents in a three 
dimensional world. L T Hearne added intelligent, autonomous naval surface ships that 
incorporated the complexities of actual ship turning and propulsion dynamics. CPT 
Culpepper added autonomous armor units that planned target selection, subordinate 
missions, and the cooperative efforts of platoon sized elements. Both developments 
provided autonomous agents that react to a changing environment by using expert system 
rule sets. [Hearne, 93] [Culpepper, 92] 
B. ModSAF 
In December 1993, the Naval Postgraduate School received ModSAF version 1.0. 
ModSAF provides a modular framework with which to develop and research autonomous 
agent design and implementation. It provides automated behaviors at the platoon and 
vehicle level, including simulation of platoon level tank and mechanized infantry forces 
[ Ceranowicz, 93-1]. Whereas Culpepper and Hearne were required to handle each 
individual agent's behaviors, i.e. targeting, movement, line of sight, fire distribution, etc., 
ModSAF provides these low-level agent behaviors and the simulation platform to build and 
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Figure 1: NPSNET ·· Three Dimensional Simulation System 
research new behaviors for autonomous agents. A more detailed description of the 
ModSAF system is included in Chapter III. 
C. AUTOMATED FORCES DEVELOPMENT 
Common goals for developers of a semi~automated force include: providing a larger 
number of computer generated forces and types, with realistic behaviors, more realistic 
environments, and accomplishing this in a more economical way. [Ceranowh:z, 94] 
Current technologies allow only the development of "semi~automated" not autonomous 
forces. "Semi~automated" forces implies that there is an extemal agent that completes the 
automation of the behaviors of these computer genen.tted forces. ModSAF is built with this 
"man~in~thc~loop" concept, having the operator of the computer generated lhrces add some 
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of the realism of their behaviors by performing the complex tasks of situational awareness, 
learning and adaptation to the environment. "By definition, a SAF operator is going to 
intervene to augment the automated decision logic of the forces he is commanding because 
they are not capable of a human level of operation."[Ceranowicz et al, 94] 
Another problematic area of computer generated force design is whether the computer 
generated forces behave in a "military" manner. To a large degree, whether the computer 
generated forces perform in accordance to a military doctrine is based solely on the 
operator. In Operator Control of Behavior in ModSAF the authors state, 
"Military training is required to operate ModSAF in a tactically sound manner 
since it does not constrain the operator's commands to match any doctrine .... 
Verification, validation, and accreditation efforts for ModSAF must first be done on 
physical models, and automated behaviors .... Then the problem of calibrating the user 
interface for combatant operation can start to be addressed." [Ceranowicz et al, 94] 
The ability for a computer generated unit to perform some degree of terrain analysis is 
imperative to modeling the realistic behaviors with respect to that terrain. In Terrain 
Reasoning for Reconnaissance Planning in Polygonal Terrain [Van Brackle et al, 93], the 
researchers developed a systematic algorithm to conduct a thorough reconnaissance of an 
area, with the underlying goal of identifying all enemy vehicles within that area. It included 
testing the path-planning algorithm against military experts. The military experts devised a 
path plan for a single vehicle to traverse an area of terrain, attempting to identify all enemy 
units within that terrain. The algorithms, likewise, conducted path planning and selected an 
optimized visitation route that would cover all "dead-space" within the area. The concept 
for their algorithm uses "important points" -- ridges, endpoints of treelines, and tree 
canopies -- to focus the terrain reasoning algorithm on these points and reduce the 
complexity of the search. 
The ability to utilize cover and concealment, and include terrain analysis into the 
planning of a mission are essential elements of a terrain reasoning system for military 
mission planning [Stanzione, 89]. ModSAF provides automatic road route generation to the 
operator, and a degree of terrain analysis at the vehicle level. Vehicle behaviors including 
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finding cover and concealment have been incorporated into ModSAF unit level tasks. 
[Stanzione et al, 93] Currently, ModSAF offers only limited terrain analyzing algorithms, 
and only at the lowest vehicle levels, to accomplish the computer force missions. The idea 
of performing a reconnaissance of an area of terrain prior to conducting a mission in that 
terrain helped to formulate the assembly area mission researched in this thesis. 
D. SUMMARY 
The development of computer generated forces that exhibit realistic behaviors is a 
current and expanding field of research and design. The development of higher level 
command and control of autonomous agents is in its infancy. Several shortcomings of the 
currently fielded SAF systems have been analyzed by the Defense Modeling and 
Simulation Office (DMSO). In their 1993 DMSO Survey of Semi-Automated Forces it is 
stated: 
"While SAFOR provides a convenient and perhaps cost-effective way to play 
many vehicles on the virtual battlefield, the experiments cited in this chapter highlight 
several immediate deficiencies. The operator must now control the units at a low level 
using time-consuming mouse and menu interfaces. The automated rules governing the 
units' behaviors, and especially reactions to enemy actions, are not sophisticated 
enough to support totally automated execution .... The lack of higher level control 
effectively limits the size of exercise which one operator may run, or requires more 
SAFOR operators and equipment." [Booker et al, 93] 
The purpose of this thesis was to research, design, and implement a company level 
mission that includes degrees of terrain analysis and computer generated force mission 
planning. It uses ModSAF as the simulation platform and establishes, by proof-of-concept, 
that higher level missions can be incorporated into ModSAF. 
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III. ModSAF DESCRIPTION 
A. DESCRIPTION 
An excellent overview of the ModSAF system can be found in the papers by Calder, 
Smith, Courtemanche, Mar and Ceranowicz, ModSAF Behavior Simulation and Control 
[Calder et al, 93], and Andrew Z. Ceranowicz, ModSAF and Command and Control 
[Ceranowicz, 93-2]. A basic overview of the ModSAF system and some of the particular 
ModSAF terms are defined in this chapter to aid in understanding the development of the 
company level mission "Assembly Area." 
1. Introduction 
The Modular Semi-Automated Forces (ModSAF) system is a Distributed Interactive 
Simulation (DIS) system that portrays Computer Generated Forces (CGF) with realistic 
individual and unit behaviors. The system is sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) WISSARD (What If Simulation System for Advanced 
Research and Development) project. ModSAF has become the standardized simulation 
platform for continued research in the use of Computer Generated Forces by the U.S. Army 
Simulation, Training, and Instrumentation Command's (STRICOM) Advanced Distributed 
Simulation Technology (ADST) program. ModSAF is a modular implementation of 
previous work conducted in SIMNET under DARPA and ODIN. [Calder et al, 93]. 
2. Overview 
ModSAF is an object oriented design implemented in standard Kernigan & Ritchie C 
code. It consists of over 150 library modules and 215,000 lines of code. It runs on SGI, Sun, 
MIPS, and IBM RISC 6000 Hardware systems [Robasky, 94-1]. 
The architecture for the system includes three components: The ModSAF Command 
Workstation (SAFstation), the ModSAF Simulator (SAFsim), and the ModSAF Logger. 
The SAFstation provides the graphical user interface to the operator. The operator can 
create and place units, assign missions, and observe the execution of the units from this 
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station. The operator is given a two dimensional view of the tmTain datahasl~ on which the 
exercise is being simulated (Figure 2). The SAFsim simulates the vchidcs and units created 
by the operator. It provides the t·calistic behaviors to the entities. The Logger is a t·ecot·dcr 
that records the states or the Pcrsistl~nl Object Database and the DIS database. and can 
replay exercises [Ccranowicz, 93-2] .. 
Figure 2: ModSAF GUI SAFStation 
3. Communications 
The Distributed Interactive System concept is defined in STRICOM's Proposed IEEE 
Standard Draft, Standard for Infonnatjon Tcchnolo~y - Protocols for Djstrihulcd 
Interactive Simulation Applications [Standard, 931. "DIS is a time and space coherent 
synthetic representation of' world environments designed fm linking the interactive, free 
play activities of people in operational exm·ciscs." [Standard, 931. In a Vl~t·y general sense, 
lO 
computers can share information about the world (or terrain) and the positions and 
activities of the entities in the world, with each computer portraying the world and all its 
entities simultaneously. The DIS Protocol is a standardized fonnat to package the necessary 
information about the entities being displayed in a DIS environment. ModSAF 
communicates with other computers on the simulation by sending and receiving DIS 
Protocol Data Units (PDUs). 
Whereas the DIS protocol provides a way to share the physical state of the world 
between computers, ModSAF has its own Persistent Object (PO) Database to retain 
information about the entities it is simulating. The PO Database keeps track of information 
about a unit including the unit's current mission and status, the unit's organization, and the 
individual vehicle information for each vehicle in the unit. The ModSAF computers share 
command and control and system information via the Persistent Object (PO) Protocol 
[Ceranowicz, 93-2]. 
ModSAF maintains two databases; the DIS Database, and the PO Database. The DIS 
Database is a conceptual database, used to share information between ModSAF and 
external DIS simulation systems. The PO Database stores internal information about the 










Figure 3: From Ref. [Robasky, 94-1] Shared Databases 
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B. ModSAF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
Since ModSAF was written in Kernigan & Ritchie C code, it is not object-oriented in 
the purest sense of the definition. The ModSAF system replicates the behavior of classes 
and methods offered in C++ by utilizing layering and object-based programming 
techniques. 
"Layering is a design methodology in which software modules are grouped into layers, and software in one layer is restricted to use only functions and services 
available in lower layers .... Object-based programming techniques are used to cleanly 
separate the subsystems or modules into classes of objects. Each object class is defined by a data structure and a family of functions which operate on that data 
structure." [Calder et al, 93]. 
The category of software modules that the company assembly mission utilizes falls 
into the set of simulation modules. This set of modules provides the behaviors for the 
ModSAF entitities. Figure 4 lists some of the several different ModSAF library modules. 
The first set of modules are behavioral modules. These library modules provide the 
behaviors for a vehicle or the components of a vehicle. The turret, hull, and guns of a tank 
are each controlled by an individual behavior module. Libraries prefixed with "libv" are 
vehicle simulation modules. These modules perform task actions for individual vehicles. 
Libraries prefixed with "libu" are unit simulation modules. These modules provide the task 
libgenturret lib guns libhulls lib if dam libmissile libmlauncher lib radar lib tracked lib turrets 
libuactcontact libuassault libuataint libuatgrndtrgt libubingofuel libucap libucommit libudsmnt libuenemy libuftwrte libuftyrte libuhalt libumount libuoccpos libuoverwatchmove libupoccpos libutargeter libutraveling 
libvassess libvataint libvatgrndtrgt libvcap libvcollide libvecmat libvenemy libvflwrte libvfl ygrndavoid libview libvisual lib viand libvmount libvmove libvorbit libvsearch libvspotter libvtab libvtakeoff libvtargeter libvterrain 
Figure 4: ModSAF Library Modules 
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actions for entire units. Of particular interest are the libraries used to formulate the 
company assembly area mission: libupoccpos (library unit prepare to occupy position) and 
libutravel (library unit travelling). These two unit task libraries utilize vehicle task 
libraries, and the vehicle task libraries, in turn, use behavioral libraries. This is 
accomplished by the layering and object-based programming techniques of the ModSAF 
system. 
C. ModSAF COMMAND AND CONTROL 
The architecture selected to replicate command and control of the computer generated 
forces provides capabilities, identified as command and control goals, to the developer. 
These goals, as discussed in [Calder et al, 93], include: 
• The capability to create complex missions including preplanned contingency 
operations, 
• The altering of a mission after assignment, 
• An operator's ability to override the simulation at any time for any unit, 
• A defined architecture for unit and individual behaviors, 
• A graphical user interface with available missions, 
• A defined structure to explain unit and individual behaviors to the user. 
The company assembly area mission was designed to exploit the capabilities of 
ModSAF to fulfill these command and control goals. 
I. ModSAF Objects and Entities 
An object in ModSAF is stored in the PO Database. Objects may include graphical 
control measures for a particular unit, individual vehicles, or entire units. Objects which are 
simulated by the SAFsim are termed ModSAF entities. 
"When a SAFsim simulates a unit, the SAFsim not only creates the SAF entities 
(such as a plane) in a unit but also builds a structure corresponding to the unit 
hierarchy. The user can then issue commands to the top-level units or drop down the 
chain of command to give orders to subordinate units or vehicles. The SAFsim 
interprets these orders and then generates the appropriate unit and vehicle behavior 
and tactics without further action from the user. However, the user can override or 
interrupt any automated behavior." [ModSAF, 94] 
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The behavior of units and vehicles is controlled by "tasks" and "task frames". "A task is a 
behavior performed by a ModSAF entity or unit on the battlefield .... Task frames group a collection 
of related tasks that run at the same time." [ModSAF, 94] A more detailed description of tasks and 
task frames is given in the following sections. 
2. Tasks 
"The foundation of the ModSAF command and control architecture is the concept of a task. Most tasks are behaviors performed by units or individuals on the battlefield, and are used by ModSAF to model the information processing done by its simulated entities .... There are five 
types of tasks which are implemented in the ModSAF system: unit tasks, individual vehicle 
tasks, reactive tasks, enabling tasks, and arbitration tasks." [Calder et al, 93] 
An individual vehicle task controls the lowest-level actuators of a vehicle. These actuators 
control the simulated capabilities of checking intervisibility, target detection, target identification, 
target selection, fire planning, collision avoidance, and detection. [ModSAF, 94] The vehicle tasks 
take inputs from its sensors and other actuators and produce commands for the physical actuators. 
[Ceranowicz, 93-2]. 
A unit task encapsulates the behaviors of a unit and its individual vehicles for a particular task. 
For example, in the ModSAF unit task UTravel (a unit travelling task), the task issues individual 
vehicle tasks to each member of the platoon, and monitors the collective status of the unit's 
movement. Changes to the current situation or parameter changes by the operator are handled by the 
unit task, which may introduce new vehicle tasks, or terminate individual vehicle tasks that have 
ended. The concept of issuing lower-level tasks from the unit level task models the military command 
and control structure. [Ceranowicz, 93-2] For example, A platoon leader receives an order from his 
company commander to move to a location. The platoon leader develops a plan that will collectively 
get his unit to that location in a given formation. He then issues the orders to the individual vehicles 
to accomplish this mission. ModSAF replicates this command architecture through the use of unit 
level tasks. The Assembly Area mission is designed as a unit level task. 
A reactive task is triggered in response to a change in the environment. Similar to a platoon drill, 
the reactive task is a pre-defined set of reactions that a unit or vehicle will implement in response to 
a specific environmental change. For example, when assigning a unit a move task, the operator can 
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set specific parameters of how to react to an enemy force. The reactive tasks for "Actions 
on Contact" can be set by the operator as parametric inputs. Figure 5 shows the graphical 
user interface for the Actions on Contact parametric entries. The operator can select the 
enemy vehicle thresholds and the resulting action by the unit. 
Figure 5: ModSAF Actions on Contact 
Suppose the operator decides that if the unit comes under fire by less than three 
vehicles it should assault them, but if there are three vehicles or more it should occupy a 
defensive position. Also, if the unit is not being fired upon, and there are more than three 
enemy vehicles, conduct a contact drill. If there are less than three enemy vehicles do 
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nothing. These decisions can be input into the parametric entry graphical user interface 
shown above in Figure 5. The results of the operators inputs are shown in Table 1 
Enemy Vehicles\ Situation Under Fire Not Under Fire 
Less Than Three Vehicles Assault No Action 
Three or More Vehicles Occupy Position Contact Drill 
Table 1: Action on Contact 
Enabling tasks link the execution of the task frames. They are defined within the 
mission. Example enabling tasks include continue (continue with the next task frame when 
the current one ends), on order (after the previous task frame ends, halt execution until the 
operator says to continue), control measure (when a unit hits a graphical control measure 
change task frames), or at a certain time execute a task frame. Enabling tasks give the unit 
alternative actions to take in response to events the mission developer has foreseen when 
developing the mission. [Calder et al, 93] 
Arbitration tasks resolve multiple recommendations for what specific action a unit 
should execute. These tasks are discussed in more detail in the paragraph Task Arbitration, 
page 18. 
3. Task Frames 
Related tasks which run concurrently to accomplish an action are termed "task 
frames". A task frame represents a phase of a mission and are defined with associated 
parameters. Some of these parameters may be adjusted by the operator to modify the 
behavior during the frame. [Ceranowicz, 93-2] [Calder et al, 93]. For example, a platoon 
conducting a move operation is operating within a task frame. The task frame includes the 
movement task and the reactive tasks for "Actions on Contact". The reactive parameters 
may be set by the operator when assigning the move task frame. As the move task is 
operating, the platoon may encounter an enemy unit. The move task will be pushed on a 
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stack while the reactionary task, contact drill, assault, or occupy position, executes. The 
operator can stop, change, or override the reaction of the unit during the execution of the 
move task frame. "Task frames are typically composed of move, shoot, and react tasks." 
[ModSAF, 94] 
4. Missions 
A sequence of task frames collectively form a mission. Before the next frame begins, 
the previous frame must have ended. An example mission which includes several separate 
tasks would be a platoon to move along a route, attack an objective, and then move to 
another location and occupy a position. The attack on the objective will not begin until the 
movement along the route has ended. [Calder et al, 93] 
ModSAF provides platoon level missions for ground vehicle platoons and dismounted 
infantry platoons. Some platoon missions may be assigned to a single vehicle. These 
missions include: "Move", "Follow a Vehicle", "Occupy Position", and "Assault". One 
mission written solely for a ground vehicle platoon is "Bounding Overwatch." In a 
Bounding Overwatch mission, the platoon is split into two sections. One section moves and 
the other section stops to cover its movement. Assigning this mission to a single vehicle 
would not be consistent with the mission parameters and logic. The dismounted platoon 
missions include "Mount" and "Dismount." A platoon must be a dismounted infantry 
platoon to perform these missions. 
5. Task Manager 
The collection of tasks and task frames which combine to form missions are controlled 
by the ModSAF Task Manager. The task manager maintains information about prerequisite 
tasks and follow-on tasks for every mission. For example, a helicopter is given a move 
mission. A prerequisite task would be to "take-off' and a follow-on task may be to "land". 
The task manager maintains these task dependencies and develops a task execution list that 
considers the required before and after tasks along with the specified task. It then executes 
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the tasks in the task execution list order. The task manager also handles the task frame 
management for the unit and vehicle tasks. [Calder et al, 93] 
6. Task Arbitration 
Often, more than one task is operating at the same time. These tasks may send different 
commands to the vehicle. In the previous example of a platoon performing a movement that 
encounters an enemy force, the move task is setting the move path for each individual 
vehicle. Suddenly, a reactive "Action Drill" is initiated in response to making contact with 
the enemy. The "Action Drill" task will also give movement paths to each of the individual 
vehicles. The vehicles are given two possibly different paths to follow, and some method 
of deconfliction is needed. It is the responsibility of the Task Arbitrator to decide which 
movement path to utilize for each vehicle. The Task Arbitrator takes all recommendations 
for the control of a particular actuator (movement, fire control, sensors) and then decides, 
based on a priority scheme, which task will control that actuator. [Calder et al, 93] 
D. FINITE STATE MACHINES 
ModSAF' s unit tasks, vehicle tasks, and some behavioral tasks are implemented using 
an "Augmented Asynchronous Finite State Machine" format. The tasks are developed by 
separating them into states of a finite state machine. Once the finite state machine (FSM) 
is coded, a "finite state machine to C code" conversion utility is called to convert the FSM 
to standard Kemigan & Ritchie C code. The format is asynchronous in that units may 
generate outputs in response to a particular event or group of events, and is augmented in 
that not only does it keep track of the state of a unit/entity, but maintains additional 
information (in the PO database) of other private variables besides just the state variables. 
[Robasky, 94-1] 
E. INTERACTION WITH ModSAF 
The ModSAF system can be easily modified and extended by others to support 
multiple behavioral representations and multiple levels of command and control. There are 
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several different ways to interact with ModSAF. A developer can change existing software 
modules or add new software modules, replace entire subsystems, or write separate 
programs that communicate with ModSAF through the Persistent Object Database. [Calder 
et al, 93] The Company Assembly Area mission was developed by changing existing 
software modules, and by creating a new software module, the unit assembly library. 
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IV. ASSEMBLY AREA 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the military mission 
"Assembly Area." It discusses the subtasks required for the mission, and a general 
overview of the company's actions during the execution of this mission. 
A. COMPANY TASK ORGANIZATION 
ModSAF provides several unit choices to utilize for a mission. Some of the standard 
sizes for unit selections include a single vehicle-- Ml, a platoon of vehicles-- Ml platoon, 
or an entire company of vehicles-- Ml company. The standard Ml Company selection 
includes fourteen Ml Abrams tanks, task organized as three platoons of four Ml 's each, 
with two headquarters Ml tanks, the Company Commander's and the Executive Officer's 
tanks. The assembly area mission required the addition of one more vehicle. The addition 
of an M998 utility truck, utilized by the First Sergeant of an Ml Company, completes the 
company task organization for the unit. The task organization for the company is shown 
below in Figure 6. The company includes, from left to right: 7- the First Sergeant's utility 
truck, 66- the Company Commander, 65- the Company Executive Officer, the first platoon 
(expanded to show the individual tanks 11, 12, 13, and 14), the second platoon, and the 
third platoon. 
[Q] Armor Company 
I 
I I I I I I 
... [Q] 
7 66 65 1st 2nd 3rd 
I 
I ~II ~II ~II ~I 
11 12 13 14 
Figure 6: Company Task Organization 
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Adding the First Sergeant (lSG) into the task organization of the company allows the 
First Sergeant to be handled as an independent unit, and be assigned tasks while the 
remainder of the company conducts previously assigned missions. The First Sergeant, 
acting independently, can conduct his reconnaissance and identify the unit routes for the 
assembly area. 
B. OVERVIEW OF ASSEMBLY AREA MISSION 
1. Assembly Area Parameters 
The assembly area mission requires the human operator to provide a minimum of two 
input parameters: the desired center of mass location for the assembly area, and the 
direction to the nearest enemy unit. The location determines the center of mass of a three 
kilometer by three kilometer search area in which the 1 SG will conduct his reconnaissance. 
The direction to the enemy location provides a reference for the 1 SG to select routes to the 
assembly area location, as well as routes into and out of the assembly area itself. 
2. Overview of Mission 
The tactical assembly area is utilized when a unit remains in one place for an extended 
time period, preparing for future operations. U.S. Army Field Manual, FM 71-1, Tank and 
Mechanized Infantry Company Team, outlines some of the tactical requirements for the 
assembly area mission. In accordance with FM 71-1, 
"An assembly area is used to prepare for future operations. While not a battle 
position, it should be located on easily defensible terrain, and should be planned like 
a defensive position. The company team may occupy part of a task force assembly 
area. Normally, the company team will be assigned a separate area .... If alone ... the 
company team must establish 360-degree security. A well-planned assembly area will 
have concealment, good routes in and out, security from ground and air attack and 
observation, and good drainage." [USA FM 71-1, 88] 
While occupying an assembly area, a company will conduct some of the following 
missions: issue orders for upcoming operations, organize for a mission, perform 
maintenance on its vehicles, rehearse the next mission, eat and rest [USA FM 71-1, 88]. 
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3. Step-by-Step Assembly Area Procedures 
A summarized listing of the specific tasks and subtasks for the assembly area mission 
are given in [USA ARTEP 71-1-MTP, 88] (Figure 7). 
Task: Occupy an Assembly Area. 
Condition: The company team is ordered to move and occupy an assembly area in 
preparation for combat operations. The enemy may attack with indirect flre, 
Close Air Support (CAS), and platoon-sized forces. 
Task Standard: The quartering party completes the preparation of the assembly area and 
guides the company team into their positions not later than the time 
specified in the operations order. The company team main body is not 
surprised by the enemy. The company team completes its preparation for 
future combat operations. 
Subtasks: 
1. The company team organizes a quartering party. 
2. Personnel get essential equipment. 
3. The quartering party prepares for movement. 
4. The Non-Commissioned Officer in Charge (NCOIC) briefs the quartering party on 
specific instructions for occupying the assembly area. 
5. The quartering party moves along the route of march. 
6. The quartering party moves into the company team assembly area and prepares the 
area for the company team's arrival. 
7. The company team moves to and occupies the assembly area. 
8. The company team performs assembly area actions. 
9. The commander coordinates with adjacent units. 
10. The company team performs perimeter defense. 
11. On order, the company prepares to leave the assembly area. 
Figure 7: Occupy Assembly Area 
The deliberate occupation of an assembly area includes a reconnaissance of the 
assembly area site, the establishment of quartering parties to assist in the occupation of the 
area, the movement to the assembly area location, and the establishing of the platoon and 
headquarters vehicle occupation areas. After the unit arrives in the assembly area, there are 
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several additional tasks that must be accomplished. FM 71-1 provides a listing that 
summarizes these tasks (Figure 8). [USA FM 71-1, 88] 
Assembly Area Tasks 
Move vehicles from Release Point (RP) into assembly area without stopping. 
Guard and cover entrances and exits with weapon systems. 
Cover avenues of approach with weapon systems. 
Achieve mutual platoon and vehicle support. 
Establish company and platoon fire plans. 
Coordinate with flank units to interlock fires. 
Camouflage vehicles from ground and air detection. 
Send platoon status reports to company. 
Send company team status report to higher commander. 
Rearm, resupply, and refuel. 
Perform equipment maintenance. 
Establish hot loop for communications. 
Issue orders. 
Establish dismount points. 
Enforce noise and light discipline. 
Organize and conduct security patrols and observation points (OPs). 
If hot loop cannot be established, maintain radio watch. 
Secure company trains area in the company position. 
Establish a command post. 
Deploy chemical detection equipment. 
Reconnoiter exit routes in case of artillery or ground attack. 
Designate rally point. 
Designate possible alternate assembly area. 
Disseminate challenge and password. 
Figure 8: Assembly Area Task List 
4. Cover and Concealment 
The assembly area mission will attempt to maximize a units cover and concealment 
from the enemy. A covered position provides security from the enemy's direct fire 
weapons. Positioning a vehicle behind a hill mass provides cover from the enemy's direct 
fire weapons. Concealment does not protect a vehicle from direct fire weapons, but 
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prevents enemy detection. A tree-line or tree canopy provides concealment from enemy 
ground and air vehicles, but may not provide adequate cover from direct fire weapons. 
Examples of cover and concealment arc illustrated below in Figures 9 - 11. 
Figure 9 depicts an M 1 tank in the open. The vehicle is nci ther covel'Cd not· <.:oncealcd 
from the enemy. A vehicle is most vulnerable to the enemy at this time. 
Figure 9: No Cover, No Concealment 
Figure 10 depicts a tank with limited cover and limited concealment positioned behind 
a small berm. This position is referred t:o as a "Hull-Down" position. This is the position 
the tank must be in to have its gun tube clear the terrain and be capable of shooting at the 
enemy. The vehicle can still be detected by the enemy and can still be engaged with direct 
fire weapons, hut since only the turret is exposed, this position provides limited cover and 
concealment. Concealment from air vehicles is still a problem. 
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Figure 10: Limited Cover, Limited Concealment 
Figure ll depicts a tank in a "Turret-Down" position. From this position, a tank crew 
can observe the enemy with their optical sights, but cannot fire at the enemy. Cover is 
provided by the intervening terrain between our vehicle and the enemy vehicle. Enemy 
detection from the air is still a major concem. 
S. Mission Simplifications 
For the purposes of the computet' gencl'ated assembly area mission, the responsibilities 
of the quartering party arc given to one key player, the company first sergeant. The First 
Sergeant, once given a tentative location for setting-up an assembly area, must do several 
things. Fit'st, he performs a map reconnaissance. He looks for tentative locations that may 
provide cover and concealment from both enemy ground and air vehicles. Ideally, the 
company is pmvidcd both cover and concealment, but concealment is especially impmtant 
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Figure ll: Covered, Limited Cmlcen.lmcnt 
since the assmnbly area location is normally not wHhin dit·ct.:t fire of t:lw t~ncmy. The First 
Sergeant can qukkly identify some p<)ssihlc locatiorts providing possible trci.~ canopy 
concealment from a standard defense mapping agcm.!y military map. At a standard milp 
scale of' l :50,000 (one inch on the map represents 50,000 inches on the ground), the first 
sergeant can identify some potential locations I'm· the ilssemhly area. Identifying tree 
canopies that provide adequate room l'or a company team assembly area can he 
accomplished. If there m·c no canopies providing adequate covet·, he may look 1'01' a land 
fcatme that may provide covet· fmm the direction of the cm:my. At this scale, however, 
terrain irregularities and detailed gradient infonnation may he lucking. It is not until the 
First Sergeant arrives at the tentative areas that he can adequately analyze the terrain. 
For example, considct· Figure 12 below. At a sc:ak of l :50,000. there arc five canopy 
regions that may be considered for assembly area locations (numbered l to 5). 
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Figure 12: Ft. Hun tea· Ligget, 1:50,000 
Canopy rive appears to be on the side of a hill. It may he too steep in gradient to he 
considered as an acceptable location. Canopies one through four appcm· to be both large 
enough and not too steep. When we look at canopy one, at a scale of 1:5000. however, we 
see that thc1·e arc a number of areas where the gradient ext~eeds a ten percent grade, and 
some areas that have a nineteen pen:cnt grade (Figure 13). This information will not be 
identified by the First Sergeant until he reaches the tentative assembly area location. 
There arc times when there arc no canopies or trees availahle for com.:cuhncnt. At the 
National Training Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin, Calil'omia, assembly areas inust make use 
or te1-rain features other than trees and canopies. Figure 14 depicts a possible assembly area 
location that has mountainous terrain on three sides, providing cover and limited 
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Figm•e 13: Ft. Hunter Ligget, l :5,000 Scale 
concealment. Hct·c tlK~rc arc few regions where canopies of trees arc available to provide 
concealment. Th(.~ unit must usc.~ the terrain to pmvidc c.:ovcr and cmK·ealmcnt from the 
enemy. 
C. SUBORDINATE LEVEL MISSIONS 
1. First Sergeant Tasks 
The First Sergeant is given n location to establish an assembly area. He uses this 
location to establish th"~ boundaries or a search area. The assembly area mission uses a two 
kilometer by two kilometer square area for this search area. Once the First Sergeant 
determines t.he search area, he selects tentative assembly area locations as if he were using 
a l :50,000 scale map. He then plans a road route (if one is available) that will end in the 
search area. Once he at·t·iv(;~S in the search area, he selects nne of the tentative assembly area 
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Figure 14: NTC, Ft. Irwin. 1:50,000 Scnle 
locations, and plans a mad route to get to that location. If the tentative assembly area 
location is suitable in both size and gradient, he establishes this lm:ation as the company 
objective. He then plans a company road march to get the company to tlu.~ assembly area 
location. The company road march includes a start point (SP), a release point (RP), and the 
route itself. These control mcasmes arc used by the company commander to control the 
movement of the company during the move to the assembly area. The company mad march 
plan is sent to the company commander, who prepares the unit for the 1nal'ch. The First 
Sergeant then moves to the release point, the last l'ond point of the company road march. 
and awaits the arrival of the company. 
2. Comt>nny Tasks 
The company (minus the First Sergeant) continues its pt·eviously assigned mission. 
When the Fh·st Sergc~ant has idcntifieu a suitahk~ assembly an!a locution, the company 
prepares l'or the mad march to the assembly area. The cmnpany commander designates the 
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route, SP, and RP, along with an order of march. This order of march specifies the order 
the platoons and headquarters tanks will use during the execution of the company road 
march. The company then conducts the road march, each unit reporting when they have 
arrived at the SP and the RP. When a unit arrives at the RP, it moves into the assembly area 
location and occupies its designated locations. 
3. Platoon Tasks 
Each platoon, as part of the company road march, conducts its own individual platoon 
road march. Platoons begin their march in accordance with the company order of march, 
and report in all control measures to the company commander. In addition to the platoon 
road march, there are several tasks that a platoon continuously performs. These tasks are 
reactive in nature and are termed platoon drills. Platoon drills are conducted in response to 
specific changes in the environment. Environmental changes that may cause the execution 
of a platoon drill include: sighting enemy ground vehicles or air vehicles, receiving fire 
from enemy vehicles, or receiving indirect fire. 
The first type of drill is a contact drill. A contact drill is often used when the sighted 
enemy is not considered a great threat to the platoon, or it is critical for the platoon to 
continue its movement in its original direction. A platoon performing a contact drill will 
fire at the enemy but continue its movement in the same direction it was originally 
travelling before making enemy contact. 
Another drill is the action drill. An action drill is used when the sighted enemy poses 
a threat to the platoon. A platoon performing an action drill will return fire on the enemy 
and change its direction of movement to respond to the enemy. The purpose of this 
movement is to reorient the forward edge of the tank toward the enemy, placing the 
maximum armor toward the threat. The platoon will continue to move toward the enemy 
until it determines there is no longer a threat. 
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V. DESIGN STRATEGY 
This chapter outlines the design considerations for the development of the company 
level mission "Assembly Area". It includes the goals for the design and an outline of the 
stages of this mission. The Company Level Assembly Area Mission is uniquely different 
from most ModSAF unit level tasks in that the unit performs its own mission planning, 
including route selection and identification of the assembly area location. The intent is to 
free the operator from having to designate the specifics for the mission and only provide 
the general area for the assembly area. 
A. DESIGN GOALS 
ModSAF currently does not have company level tasks. The goal of this thesis is to 
show by proof-of-concept that we can simulate company level tasks utilizing ModSAF' s 
asynchronous augmented finite state machine architecture. The premise is that a finite state 
machine abstracted to the company commander level can spawn and control existing 
platoon and vehicle tasks in ModSAF. 
The Computer Generated Forces in ModSAF are termed "Semi-Automated" not 
autonomous. ModSAF behaviors at the vehicle and platoon level exhibit fairly realistic 
behaviors. However, it is still the responsibility of the operator to provide the realistic 
interactions between platoons when portraying a higher level unit, like a company or a 
battalion. One of the design goals was to show that the finite state machine architecture 
could additionally provide mission planning at the company level, issuing platoon and 
vehicle instructions to accomplish a mission. Not only will this approach provide more 
realistic behaviors at the company level, it will reduce the parametric input responsibilities 
of the operator, allowing him to control a greater number of forces. 
The addition of a limited degree of terrain reasoning at the company level, and the 
ability for units to identify and create their own road routes are features that ModSAF 
currently does not offer. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter VI, Design 
Implementation. 
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B. TASK ORGANIZATION 
The task organization for the company assembly area mission (as outlined in Chapter 
IV) includes fourteen M1 tanks, and a utility truck for the First Sergeant. The First Sergeant 
is given the responsibilities of the quartering party. The purpose of adding the First 
Sergeant's vehicle was to provide a non-combat type vehicle that performs the 
reconnaissance and route selections for the company assembly area mission. The M 1 tanks 
of the company continue their current missions while the First Sergeant performs the initial 
stages of the assembly area mission. 
C. ASSEMBLY AREA MISSION STAGES 
The first step in the design process was identifying a sequence of operations describing 
the assembly area mission. The sequence of operations used to represent the company 
assembly area mission are listed in Figure 15. 
Assembly Area (AA) Stages: 
• Identification of Assembly Area (AA) Search Location, (operator) 
• Planning the Route to the AA Search Location, (ISG) 
• Moving to AA Search Location, (ISG) 
• Reconnaissance of Search Area, (ISG) 
• Designating Unit AA Locations, (ISG) 
• Route Planning for Company, (ISG) 
• Company Moves to AA, (Company) 
• Occupy AA, (Company). 
Figure 15: Steps for Company Assembly Area 
The first step is identifying the search area for the assembly area. The operator 
provides this information when the assembly area mission is first assigned. The First 
Sergeant (ISO) performs the next stages of the mission; planning a route to get to the 
location, and a terrain reconnaissance of the area. The final stages are performed by the 
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company; movement to the assembly area and occupation of their positions. Each of these 
actions is discussed in grcatcl' detail in the following pamgmphs. 
1. Identification of Assembly Area Seaa·ch Location 
One of the design goals requires the unit to conduct the mission planning for the 
assembly area task. The parametric data supplied by the operator for most MndSAF tasks 
specifies an end goal for a unit (Figure 17). The assembly area mission is somewhat 
different in its paramclrk input. lnstcad of' having the operator provide a point location to 
establish an assembly area, we want a point location that will determine the center of mass 
of a search area. The unit will determine where to l~Stablish the assembly area given the 
bounding search region. The size of the search area was selected to be a three kilometer by 
three kilometer square area surrounding the operator's selected center of mass (Figure 16). 
Figure 16: Assembly Area Seat·cb Space 
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2. Planning the Route to the Search Location 
Many of the MotlSAF unit. and vehicle tasks-- like move, travel, and assault-- require 
the operator to input either a point, a line, or some text that provides the parametric input 
for the task. The unit then perForms its task, and often the goal of the task is to move to the 
point or line designated by the user. Figure 17 shows an example of the options the operator 
has when specifying a unit's movement route. Shown arc three alternative route inputs; a 
point location, a line route, and a line route that uses road networks. Regardless of which 
object the operatm utilizes to designate the unit route, it is the operator that supplies the 
route for the unit. 
Figure 17: Unit Travel Route Selection 
As part of the design strategy, the assembly area mission attempts to utilize road 
networks to conduct unit movements. Since it was a design goal to reduce the burden on 
the operator for providing pammetric inputs, like providing the routes for a unit, the unit 
itself should plan its own route. Without modification, however, ModSAF does not provide 
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the functional ability for a unit to determine its own road route. It is a design strategy and 
goal to provide this capability to ModSAF. The utilization of the road networks is discussed 
more in Route Planning for the Company, page 39. 
3. Moving to Assembly Area Search Location 
Once the First Sergeant identifies a route to the search area, he conducts a ModSAF 
Vehicle Move Task to get to that location. Where the operator normally provides the 
parametric inputs for the Vehicle Move task, assembly area routines select the route and 
pass this information to the Vehicle Move task. The company (minus the ISG) continues 
its assigned mission. Once the ISG arrives at the search area location, he performs a 
reconnaissance of the area. 
4. Reconnaissance of the Search Area 
After the lSG arrives in the search area, he begins a reconnaissance. He is looking for 
areas that provide sufficient space and ideally, both cover and concealment. For the 
purposes of this mission, we narrowed the search criteria to include only tree canopies large 
enough to support a company assembly area. The result of this reconnaissance is either the 
identification of a tree canopy large enough to support a company sized assembly area 
within the confines of the search area box, or the center of mass location provided by the 
user. The simplified search mechanism for finding a suitable canopy location is discussed 
in Chapter VI. 
5. Designating Unit Assembly Area Locations 
In a company assembly area, each platoon is given a "piece of ground" to occupy 
within the boundaries of the assembly area. The platoon positions within the assembly area 
must provide 360 degree security for the company. The amount of space allocated to each 
platoon depends on the overall size of the assembly area. We can vary the size of our 
assembly area based on terrain constraints. The minimum radius for our assembly area was 
chosen to be thirty meters. The maximum, and default assembly area radius, is 250 meters. 
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By distributing the three platoons (twelve company vehicles) in thirty degree increments 
around a 360 degree assembly area, the platoon locations provide all around security for 
the company. The platoon occupation positions arc sized in accordance with the minimum 
radius of the selected assembly area. An example diagnm1 of an assembly area is shown 
below in Figure 18. The headquarters vehicles -- 7, the First Sergeant, 66, the Company 
Commander and 65, the Executive Officer -- orient their positions facing the enemy 
direction. The platoon positions on the perimeter of the assembly area arc not changed with 
respect to the enemy's direction. 
2nd Pit Direction 
to Enemy 
3rd Plt 
Figure lN: Occupation Positions for Assembly Area 
Determining the individual points for a platoon's occupation is based on the radius of 
the assembly area. Given the center of mass of the assembly area, X and Y, and the 
minimum radius of the assembly area, radius, we can determine the coordinates of each of 
the points. Figme 19 identifies the fi.ve distinct points used to establish the occupy position 
line used by ModSAF's Prepare for Occupy Position Task. The equations arc provided for 
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one platoon only; the others are derived in a similar fashion. The equations used to 
determine these points are included in Table 2 . The coordinate data shown does not 




Assembly Area Center of Mass 
[X],[Y] 
Figure 19: 2nd Platoon's Assembly Area 
Point X 
ptO X - cos(30) * radius 
ptl X - sin(30) * radius 
pt2 X 
pt3 X + sin(30) * radius 
pt4 X + cos(30) * radius 
y 
Y + sin(30) * radius 
Y + cos(30) * radius 
Y +radius 
Y + cos(30) * radius 
Y + sin(30) * radius 
Table 2: Coordinates for 2nd Platoon's Occupation Position 
6. Route Planning for the Company 
After the 1 SG completes his reconnaissance, he has either found a suitable tree canopy 
location for the company, or establishes the assembly area at the center of mass location 
provided by the operator. He then identifies and selects a road route for the company. The 
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route will include a start point (SP), a release point (RP), and the route itself, the three basic 
control measures utilized for a military move operation. 
When the operator dcsi1·cs to designate a route for a unit, he uses ModSAF' s line editor. 
A line editor option is to generate a road route from the operator's input. The operator 
selects a start point and end point for the route. ModSAF utilizes an A-star search to 
identify a roaclwute that connects the start point ami end point, if one exists. The result of 
this function is a road route that gets stored as an object in the PO Database, or a system 
eJTor message stating a road route could nnt be found. It was proposed that instead of 
having the operator usc the line editor to specify a unit's route, that the unit have access to 
the road route building functions and build their own road routes. How this was 
accomplished is covered in more detail in Chapter VI, Design Implementation. Figure 20 
shows a unit road route with the control measures (SP and RP) discussed above. 
Figure 20: Road Route for Assembly Area 
7. Company Movement to the Assembly Area 
The company l'Oad march is conducted as individual platoon road marches. The 
platoon closest to the assemhly area moves first, and reports when it has arrived at the start 
point (SP). The commander, the second to move, then begins his movement. The 
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------------------------------------- ----------------- -----
commander in tum reports the SP and the next closest platoon begins its move. The 
company road march continues as determined by the company order of march. By breaking 
the company movement into platoon and vehicle moves, the assembly area mission can 
utilize the existing ModSAF Unit Travel Task-~ a platoon level task. 
8. Occupation of the Assembly Area 
The assembly area mission uses the ModSAF "Occupy Position" task. Each platoon 
and headquarters tank is given a position to occupy within the assembly area. The assembly 
area support functions pass the required parameters to the occupy position task, which 
includes a line object representing the position to occupy, and three target reference points 
{TRPs), a lciOt TRP, a J'ight. TRP, and an Engagement Area TRP. These TRPs are used to 
designate sectors of responsibility for each platoon. Shown helow in Figure 21 is the 
ModSAF Occupy Position Task Entry Frame showing the occupation line. and the left, 
right. and engagement TRPs. 
Figure 21: ModSAF's Occupy Position Task 
D. ModSAF VEHICLE, UNIT~ AND REACTIONARY TASKS 
In audition to the ModSAF Vehicle MOV(~ Task used hy the First Sergeant, and the Unit 
Travel and Occupy Position Tasks used by the platoons, several vehicle level tasks 
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including collision avoidance, path planning, sensor, turret, gun control, and the unit 
reactionary task, "Actions on Contact", are used by all of the vehicles when performing the 
assembly area mission. 
E. FINITE STATE MACHINE ARCHITECTURE 
The development of a finite state machine that represents the company mission 
assembly area was derived from Figure 15, Assembly Area Stages. The resulting finite state 
machine used for this mission is shown in Figure 22. The reverse path from "Moving_ To 
Figure 22: Assembly Area Finite State Machine 
Recon" back to "Plan_Route_To_Recon" was a design strategy that allows the First 
Sergeant to plan multiple routes during his reconnaissance mission. He first plans a route 
to get to the assembly search area. He then plans a route from that location to the closest 
tree canopy that fulfills the requirements for the assembly area location. 
F. ASSEMBLY AREA LIBRARY MODULE 
The result of the design for the company assembly area mission will be an independent 
ModSAF library module, "Uassembly". The design plan was to currently limit its 
execution to the specific task organization of fourteen Ml tanks and a First Sergeant's 
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vehicle. The assembly area library module uses the same architecture and design as the 
other unit level tasks currently implemented in ModSAF. 
G. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN AUTONOMOUS AGENTS 
The assembly area mission attempts to capture the battlefield communication between 
the platoons, the Company Commander and the First Sergeant. The ability to display the 
intercommunication between units exists in ModSAF and was used within the assembly 
area mission. 
H. SUMMARY 
The design strategies adopted for research include: 
• Utilize the Augmented Asynchronous Finite State Machine (AAFSM) 
architecture. 
• Add a company level command abstraction to the AAFSM architecture. 
• Provide company level mission planning. 
• Reduce the number of operator inputs -- Generalize the mission tasking. 
• Provide limited company level terrain reasoning in support of the assembly area 
mission. 
• Add the capability to ModSAF for units to select their own routes. 
• Provide a proof-of-concept prototype company mission that demonstrates 
company level missions can be realistically constructed using ModSAF' s current 
command and control architecture. 
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VI. DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION 
This chapter describes how the stages of the company assembly area mission described 
in Chapter V were incorporated into ModSAF. It provides a detailed analysis of what 
existing ModSAF functionality was used by the assembly area mission, and the changes 
and additions made to the ModSAF code in support of the company prototype mission 
"Assembly Area". It also introduces the command abstracted finite state machine used to 
control the platoon and vehicle level tasks. 
A. TASK ORGANIZATION 
ModSAF offers an Ml tank company as one of its unit types. The assembly area 
mission requires adding a new unit type, "Ml Company w/lSG", which includes fourteen 
M 1 tanks and a First Sergeant's truck. Adding this new unit organization requires 
modifying "echelon.rdr" in the ModSAF Library Module "Libechelondb". The 
"echelon.rdr" file is a ModSAF "reader file". A reader file is a text based file that allows 
easy modification by the developer when changing the parameters for ModSAF. The 
Libechelondb library provides standard military echelon unit organizations, from section 
to battalion and higher. [ModSAF Libech, 93] A unit organization is developed by adding 
vehicle leaf nodes or other unit tree nodes to the organization. A tree node is another unit 
organization previously defined in "echelon.rdr" and is recursively expanded when the unit 
is created. The echelondb format for an Ml Armor Platoon is: 
(unit_US_M1_Piatoon ((leaf vehicle_US_M1 "??1") 
(leaf vehicle_US_M1 "??2") 
(leaf vehicle_US_M1 "??3") 
(leaf vehicle_US_M1 "??4"))). 
The question marks at the end of the leaf designation represent an inheritance for the 
vehicle's numbering system. This platoon will inherit the company's letter designation and 
the platoon's number. So if this is the 1st Platoon of C Company, the numbering for the 
vehicles listed above would be Cll, C12, C13, and C14. 
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The ModSAF Ml Company in echelondb fonnat is: 
(unit_US_M1_Company ((leaf vehicle_US_M1 "?66") 
(leaf vehicle_US_M1 "?65") 
(tree unit_US_M1_Piatoon "?1 ") 
(tree unit_US_M1_Piatoon "?2 ") 
(tree unit_US_M1_Piatoon "?3 "))) 
Here, the company letter is determined by the operator when the unit is created. If the 
operator specifies this unit as "D" Company, the first two leaf vehicles will be D66 (the 
Commander's tank) and D65 (the Executive Officer's tank). The following three tree 
entries will be expanded according to the previous definition of"unit_US_Ml_Platoon" in 
"echelondb.rdr". The numbering for the first tree unit inherits the company designation "D" 
and a "1". This platoon "Dl" is expanded using the definition for "unit_US_Ml_Platoon". 
As previously shown, this platoon will be expanded to four leaf vehicles, Dll, D12, D13, 
and D 14. The process continues until all of the entries for the unit are leaf nodes. 
Using the echelondb format, creating a new unit entry for "Ml Company w/ISG" is: 
(unit_US_M1_Company ((leaf vehicle_US_HUMMV "??") 
(leaf vehicle_US_M1 "?66") 
(leaf vehicle_US_M1 "?65") 
(tree unit_US_M1_Piatoon "?1 ") 
(tree unit_US_M1_Piatoon "?2 ") 
(tree unit_US_M1_Piatoon "?3 "))). 
The characteristics for a specific vehicle type are contained in parametric reader files. 
These files are located in the "entities" subdirectory. An example model parameter file for 
the US Ml Abrams Tank is contained in Appendix A. Since these files are reader files they 
can be tailored by the operator for a specific application. The model parameter file for the 
US HUMMWV, the First Sergeant's vehicle, was not included in version 1.0 of ModSAF, 
and was therefore added to the existing set of vehicle model parameter files. 
B. CREATING A NEWT ASK LIDRARY 
As described in Chapter III, behaviors for vehicles and units in ModSAF are controlled 
by tasks. The steps to create a new task, and its associated behaviors, is described in the 
ModSAF 1.0. Developer's Class Work Book [Robasky, 94-2], and is shown in Figure 23. 
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Creating the SAF Object Class, 
Creating a Makefile for the Task Library. 
Creating the New Task Finite State Machine File, 
Modifying the Task Source and Header Files, 
Creating the Reader File for the Task, 
Modifying ModSAF's "taskframes.rdr" me, 
Modifying ModSAF's "standard_params.rdr" me, 
Building the Task, 
Documenting the Task. 
Figure 23: Steps to Create a Task 
For additional information about the specific steps for creating a new task library, 
consult the ModSAF 1.0. Developer's Class Work Book. [Robasky, 94-2] 
C. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FINITE STATE MACHINE CODE 
The first step in creating the Unit Assembly Area Mission was to create the library 
module directory for the task. This library was named "libuassembly" and was included in 
"/modsaf/common/libsrc". The finite state machine file for the unit assembly area mission 
was named "uassembly _task.fsm" and the task named "uassembly". After designing the 
finite state diagram shown in Chapter V (Figure 22), we considered which existing 
ModSAF tasks the assembly area finite state machine would utilize to conduct its mission. 
These ModSAF tasks become subtasks for the uassembly task. 
1. Vehicle Tasks 
The First Sergeant moves on his own to the assembly area search site. This being a 
single vehicle move, the existing ModSAF task Vehicle Move was selected for inclusion 
as a subtask. Additionally, the reactive tasks for "Actions on Contact" were included as a 
subtask in the "taskframes.rdr" file for the uassembly task. By including the reactive task 
in the "taskframes.rdr" file, all entities within the uassembly task have these reactive tasks 
running concurrently with the assembly area tasks. 
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2. Platoon Level Tasks 
Two of the existing ModSAF unit tasks were selected as subtasks for the assembly area 
mission. The first was the Unit Travel task. Each platoon, and both of the headquarters 
tanks, use a Unit Travel task to perform the company roadmarch phase of the mission. 
When the units arrive at the assembly area location, they occupy their respective positions 
within the assembly area. The ModSAF task "Occupy Position" performs this task 
sequence. Chapter V describes the occupation task for the assembly area mission. 
3. ModSAF Finite State Machine Protocol Language 
The Assembly Area finite state machine is written in accordance with the 
specifications described in the LibTask Programmer's Guide. 1993 [Smith, 93]. The 
Programmer's Guide sets forth a finite state machine protocol language which allows the 
use of the ModSAF Asynchronous Augmented Finite State Machine (AAFSM) Code 
Generator. The code generator converts a finite state machine source file into C code. Thus, 
a simple finite state machine protocol language is utilized to describe the structure of the 
task. The supporting routines, written in C, are added by the developer to support the 
behaviors of his task. The assembly area finite state machine (fsm) source code 
"uassembly _task.fsm" written in the fsm protocol language, without the added support 
routines, is included as Appendix B. 
D. FINITE STATE MACHINE SUPPORT ROUTINES 
The finite state machine support routines for a ModSAF task are created by the 
developer to perform the desired actions while in a particular state. In the following 
paragraphs we discuss the support routines needed to perform the actions for each state of 
the finite state machine. The support routines developed for each of the states of the 
assembly area finite state machine are shown in Figure 24. 
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Support routines for the FSM 
Start 
static void initialize_statics(); 
Plan Route To Recon 
static-int32 - - compute_recon_route(); 
static void create_new _route_to_objective_com(); 
static void create_aa_bound_box(); 
Moving To Recon 
static void - send_arrival_report(); 
Conduct Recon 
static int32 search_for_tree_canopies(); 
Establish AA 




static void send_sp_report(); 
static void send_rp_report(); 
static int32 check_for_SP(); 
Occupying Positions 






Figure 24: Assembly Area Support Routines 
1. Plan Route to Recon 
The assembly area mission begins in the state "Plan_Route_To_Recon". The purpose 
of this state is to: 
• Establish the search space for the assembly area, 
• Create a graphic entry in the unit's overlay, 
• Establish a route for the First Sergeant to get to this location, 
• Create the route graphic for the First Sergeant's overlay, and 
• Spawn a ModSAF Vehicle Move Task for the First Sergeant. 
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The support functions for this state include: 
• "compute_recon_route", 
• "create_new_ route_to_objective_com", and 
• "create_aa_bound_box". 
We transition to the next state, "Moving_To_Recon" after spawning the First 
Sergeant's Vehicle Move (VMOVE) task. The selection of a unit's route will be discussed 
in more detail in Paragraph 5, Planning the Roadmarch to the Assembly Area. The 
implementation of the assembly area bounding box graphic entry is discussed below. 
One of the fundamentals of developing a ModSAF task is the ability to relate graphic 
control measures depicted on the terrain map display with a particular unit or entity. 
ModSAF maintains a unit overlay for each entity it simulates. When the operator selects a 
unit, the overlay for that unit is displayed on the terrain map. We wish to add a bounding 
box graphic in the company overlay for the assembly area mission. When the operator 
selects the assembly area mission, he is asked to designate a center of mass location for the 
search area. This location is stored in a private variable "private->objective_com" 
associated with the unit. The center of mass (COM) for the search space is used by the 
function "create_aa_bound_box" to create a graphical box entry in the company overlay. 
The COM location determines the four end points of the line object which are shown in 
Table 3. The coordinate units are expressed in meters. 
Point\ Location X y 
Point 0 COM -1500.0 COM+ 1500.0 
Point 1 COM+ 1500.0 COM+ 1500.0 
Point 2 COM+ 1500.0 COM -1500.0 
Point 3 COM -1500.0 COM -1500.0 
Table 3: Bounding Box Coordinates 
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Once the data l'ot· the line object has been entered, we must save the line object into the 
PO Datal'Htsc -- the database ModSAF utili;,cs to stme the necessary information about the 
entities it is simulating. We want to check to find if their already exists an assembly area 
bounding box. If there exists a box, we update ils position. If it docs not exist. w"~ ct·cate a 
new object and store it in the PO Database. We save this line object as a state vat'iahlc for 
the company us "statc->assy_arca'', That way if we chang~~ the location for the assembly 
area. we have a state variable we can lookup and modify. In Chapter III we~ diHcusscd the 
usc of the state variables (available to the network) and the privaw variables (ava.ilahlc only 
to the SAFSim's) which "augment" the finite state machine m·chitecturc. Th~~ !'(~suiting 
gmphic that is entered into the company ovel'lay is shown in Figure 25. The support 
function "crcate_aa_bound_box" is included as Appendix C. 
Figur·e 25: Assembly Area Bounding Box 
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2. Moving to the Reconnaissance Site 
The purpose of the state "M oving_to_Recon" is to monitor the progress of the Vehicle 
Move task spawned by "Plan_Route_To_Recon". The support function for this state 
includes "send_arrival_report". We transition to the next state, "Conduct_Recon" after the 
First Sergeant's Vehicle Move (VMOVE) task transitions to an "arrived" state. 
The Vehicle Move task is an existing ModSAF unit task and includes several states of 
its own as shown in Figure 26. The previous state, "Plan_Route_To_Recon" spawns the 
Vehicle Move task and then switches the state of the assembly area finite state machine to 
"Moving_To_Recon". When the First Sergeant arrives at the search area, the Vehicle 
Move task transitions to the "arrived" state. "Moving_To_Recon" sends an arrival report 
to the commander, and transitions to the next state, "Conduct_Recon". Figure 27 shows 











Figure 26: State Plan Route to Recon 
3. Conducting the Reconnaissance 
The purpose of the state "Conduct_Recon" is to identify the best location to establish 
an assembly area within the confines of the assembly area bounding box. The support 
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Figure 27: Moving to the Reconmtlssnnc.e Areu 
function for this state is "search_for_trce_canopies''. If a tree c~mopy is found within the 
bounding box that is large enough to support the assembly area, we transition back to 
"Moving_To_Recmt" and move to the tree canopy. Otherwise, we did not lind a tree 
canopy and we establish the assembly area location at the center of mass of the search area, 
and transition to the next state HEstablish_AA". 
One of the design goals of the assembly area mission was to add a degree of company 
level mission planning. There are cmTcntly only a few terrain analysis functions available 
in ModSAF. We incorporated a seal'ch of the QUAD Tree database for tree canopy 
locations and a very simplistic algol'ithm that estimates the center of mass location for the 
tree canopy. The goal here was not to perfect the tel'J'ain analysis algorithm, but to usc it as 
the means to demonstrate the ability of a unit to conduct some level of autonomous mission 
planning. 
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Tree canopies are features contained in the Quad Tree Database of the ModSAF 
"terrain" library. A tree canopy is composed of a set of points that establishes the perimeter 
of the canopy. Very simply, we average these point locations to estimate a center of mass 
location for the canopy. This does not work for concave canopies. When a canopy extends 
beyond the boundaries of our assembly area bounding box, we do not consider those points 
in the center of mass calculation. The result is a very unsophisticated algorithm that 
estimates the center of mass of tree canopies, providing a limited terrain analysis ability for 
tree canopies that currently does not exist in ModSAF. The results of a tree canopy 
selection is shown in Figure 28. The "search_for_tree_canopies" function is included as 
Appendix E .. 
4. Establishing the Assembly Area 
The purpose of the state "Establish_AA" is to create the graphic entries for all of the 
unit's "Occupy Position" tasks. The support function for this state IS 
"build_assembly_area". Once the positions are created, we transition to the next state, 
"Plan_Roadmarch". 
The function "build_assembly _area" establishes the occupation positions and target 
reference points for each of the platoons and headquarters tanks, and stores these graphic 
entries in the respective unit overlay. These graphics are required for the ModSAF Occupy 
Position tasks as previously outlined in Chapter V (Figure 21). The assembly area positions 
were implemented as outlined in Chapter V, Designating Unit Assembly Area Locations 
and as shown in Figure 18. The function "build_assembly _area" is included as Appendix 
D. Figure 29 shows the occupation position and target reference points for the third platoon 
for a company assembly area. 
5. Planning the Roadmarch to the Assembly Area 
The purpose of the state "Plan_Roadmarch" is to establish a route for the company to 
get to the AA, and create the route graphic for the company overlay. The support function 
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Figure 28: Canopy Center of Mass Selection 
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Figua·e 28: Graphic Entry fm· Occupy Position 
for this state is "build_,·oadmarch". After building the route for the company, we transition 
to the next state, "Cmuluct_Roadmarclt''. 
First we discuss adding the functionality to ModSAF that will allow a unit to develop 
its own road route. Then we discuss how we utilize this new functionality to establish the 
road routes for the First Sergeant and for the company. 
First, we needed to determine what ModSAF used to allow the operator to implement 
a road route. The ability for t:he operator to provide a start point and end point and have 
ModSAF determine a connecting road route was briefly discussed in Chapter V. See 
"Route Planning for the Company" on page 39. We analyzed the C code of "edt_line.c" in 
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the "Libeditor" directory of the ModSAF source library. Building a road route consists of 
reading in the operator's mouse location as he designates the start point and updating the 
road route as the mouse is moved towards the end point. The parametric inputs are the X 
and Y locations of the mouse as the operator is making the route, and are passed to a 
function "rt_allocate_road_route_from_networks" contained in "rt_roads.c" of the 
"Libroute" directory. This function searches the Quad Tree Database and selects the closest 
road segment for the starting road point, and using an A-star search, attempts to make a road 
route that connects the start point to the current position of the mouse cursor. The 
"rt_allocate_road_route_from_networks" function takes as input arguments the Quad Tree 
Database being used, the segment number of the closest road segment, the start location, 
the segment number of the ending road segment, and the ending location. It then attempts 
to create a road route that starts at the start point, gets on the road at the near segment, 
travels on the road to the far segment, and moves to the end point. The function returns a 
"ROUTE_LIST' which describes the road route in terms of the road segments, the 
individual points of the road segments used for the route, and an ordering of these points. 
An example diagram that depicts the input parameters for this function including: the start 
point (XO, YO), the near road segment (SegO), the end point (Xl, Yl), and the far road 
segment (Segl) is shown in Figure 29. 
The parameters that we did not currently have to make a direct call to 
"rt_allocate_road_route_from_networks" were the segment numbers of the near and far 
road segments. We found a function "find_nearest_segment" in "road_routes.c" of the 
"Libquad" directory. This function, however, was an internal private function. We needed 
the ability to determine the segment numbers of the nearest road to a given location which 
this function provides. We therefore added "find_nearest_segment" to the header file for 
"libquad.h" making it a publicly accessible function. With these modifications, we could 
utilize "rt_allocate_road_route_from_networks" directly. By providing the unit's current 
location as the start point, the desired ending location for the end point, and the return road 
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Figure 29: Allocating a Route From Roads 
segment numbers from calls to "tind_nearest_segment" for both of these points, ModSAF 
will build a road route for our unit. 
In the design strategy, we decided that the road route should include a start point (SP). 
a release point (RP), and the road route itself. The RP was selected to be the last road point 
of the road route. The route object was the "ROUTE LIST" returned by the call to 
''rt_allocate_road_route_rrom_networks". The start point had to be "massaged" to prevent 
a problem encountered when using ModSAF's Unit Travel task. When a unit is assigned a 
route and perfonns the Unit Travel task, it first determines the "optimal" starting point to 
get on to the route. This "optimization" could lead a unit to skip the start point, which is not 
allowed in a standard military road march. Travelling to the start point when conducting a 
military road march is not an oution. The optimization behavior exhibited in the Unit Tmvel 
task is shown in Figure 30 and Figure 3 l. Figure 30 shows a road route and the start point 
for the road route. The vehicle is assigned a Unit Tmvel task that uses this mute. 
Figure 31 shows the vehicle as it just gets to its optimized starting point for the selected 
route. Here, clearly, the vehicle does not travel to the start point, and it was this 
optimization behavior of the Unit Travel task that had to be circumvented to perform a 
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Figure 30: Unit Travel Road Route Frame 1 
more realistic military road march. Therefore, we move the SP point out successively along 
the road route until the SP is closer to the assembly area than any of our units. 
6. Moving to Assembly Area 
The purpose of the state "Cofl(/uct_Roadmarch" is to conduct the company's 
roadmarch to the assembly area and act as an abstracted command finite state machine. The 
supporting functions for this state include: "check_for_SP", "send_sp_l'eport", and 
"scnd_rp_report". We transition to the next state, "Occupying_Positions" when all of the 
units have completed their Unit Travel tasks. 
The assembly area state "Conduct_Roadmarch" not only controls the movement of 
the company to the assembly area, hut also monitors and assigns the appropriate task to 
each platoon depending on their situations. It is this part of the assembly area finite state 
machine that makes it unique from most ModSAF unit tasks. In a typical ModSAF unit 
task, we only change states when the unit pcrfmming the task meets the transition 
requirements of the task. For instance, if a unit is given a mission to move to a point and 
then occupy a position, that unit must complete its movement before it can transition into 
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Figure 31: Unit Travel Road Route Frame 2 
occupying the position. If we applied this rigidity to the assembly area mission, the 
company road march must he completed by the entire company before the first platoon 
begins its occupation of the assembly area. We could end up with a company of tanks in a 
column formation sitting on the road waiting for the last platoon to finish its roadmarch. In 
an actual roadmarch, the platoons do not stop at the release point, but begin occupation of 
the assembly area as soon as they anive at the release point. This is in compliance with 
[USA FM 71-l. 88] which states: "Move vehicles from Release Point (RP) into assembly 
area without stopping." Therefore the "Comluct_Roadmarch" state of the assembly area 
finite state machine acts as a sequencer for the subordinate unit's tasks, and abstracts the 
command and control of the company -- like the control provided by the Company 
Commander. It is this command and control clement that we wished to capture in the 
assembly area mission. 
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The roadmarch is actually five separate Unit Travel tasks-- one for each platoon, and 
one for each headquarters tank. The order of march for the company is determined 
according to the proximity of the platoons to the assembly area location. The closest 
platoon becomes the lead platoon. The Commander (66 tank) follows the lead platoon. The 
next closest platoon is next in the order of march and is followed by the Executive Officer 
(65 tank). The platoon farthest from the assembly area is last in the order of march. 
The movement of the individual units is monitored and controlled by the 
"Conduct_Roadmarch" state of the assembly area finite state machine. When the lead 
platoon arrives at the SP location, it sends a report to the commander ("send_sp_report") 
and then the Commander begins his movement. Likewise, when the Commander reaches 
the SP, he communicates this to the company and the next closest platoon begins its 
movement. In this way, we maintain adequate spacing between the units and control their 
movement along the company route. 
The command level abstraction of the assembly area mission is most prominently 
displayed in the transition between the company beginning its roadmarch and then 
occupying the assembly area. The purpose is to allow the platoons to independently change 
states while the company commander monitors their states. This was a design 
implementation that we felt provided an abstracted command and control finite state 
machine. In fact, there typically is a time during the assembly area mission when the lead 
platoon is occupying the assembly area task, the next platoon is conducting its roadmarch, 
and the last platoon is waiting to begin its roadmarch. Figure 32 shows the Company 
Assembly Area task in its "Conduct_Roadmarch" state with several platoons in different 
states. 
The significance of the differences between a typical ModSAF unit level task finite 
state machine and this command and control finite state machine is discussed in further 
detail. See "TASKS AND TASK FRAME MANAGEMENT" on page 65. 
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Figure 32: Conduct Roadmarch in Multiple States 
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7. Occupying the Assembly Area 
The purpose of the state "Occupying_Positlons" is to monitor the status of the unit 
Occupy Position tasks spawned in the previous state, "Conduct_Roadmarclt". The 
supporting function for this state is "clean_march_points". We transition to the next state. 
"Occupied" when all of the units have finished their Occupy Position tasks. The 
"clcan_march_points" function is a utility that removes the graphic entries used to conduct 
the company roadmarch to the assembly area. 
One of the advantages of having the assembly area finite state machine utilize the 
existing ModSAF Occupy Position task is to capture the individual vehicle behaviors 
assigned in the ModSAF task. If the assembly area reconnaissance does not find a canopy, 
the Occupy Position task still requires t~ach vehicle to find cover when occupying its 
position in relation the engagement area target reference point. Shown in Figure 34 is a 
vehicle finding cover during the Occupy Position task. The yellow tick marks represent the 
boundary of his search space. The black line segment is the position he is to occupy. The 
red tick marks arc point positions that provide cover with respect to the engagement area 
target reference point. The blue tat·get reference point is the chosen occupy point location. 
For a more detailed description of the algorithm used to identify a covered position, consult 
Figure 34: Occupy Position Finding Cover 
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8. Unit Occupied Assembly Area 
The purpose of the state "Occupied" is to maintain the assembly area location until the 
operator terminates the mission. This state required no supporting functions and transitions 
to the "End State" when the operator terminates the mission or selects a different mission 
for the unit. 
9. Ending the Assembly Area Mission 
The purpose of the state "End" is to remove from the Persistent Object Database the 
graphic entries introduced for the occupy position tasks. The support functions for this state 
are "clean_ occupy _pts" and "delete_graphic_com". The assembly area finite state machine 
exits after completing this state. 
E. ASSEMBLY AREA LffiRARY MODULE 
The end result of the design implementation is a self-contained library module 
"Libuassembly" incorporated into the ModSAF Library Source files. The library module 
includes the following files: 
• "Makefile" (Compilation instructions),' 
• "libuassembly.h" (the header file), 
• "libuassembly.info" (text information file), 
• "libuassembly.texinfo" (tex format based information file), 
• "uassembly.rdr" (reader file for the mission), 
• "uassembly.xrdb" (X-window based commands for editor), 
• "uassembly _access.c" (Allows access to mission information), 
• "uassembly_class.c" (The class hierarch for the mission), 
• "uassembly _init.c" (Initiation procedures for the mission), 
• "uassembly _params.c" (Parametric data handling), 
• "uassembly_task.fsm" (Mission in fsm protocol language), 
• "uassembly _task.c" (Resulting C code after AAFSM conversion), 
• "uassembly _task.h" (Resulting header file after AAFSM conversion), 
• "uassembly _utiLe" (Utility functions). 
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F. TASKS AND TASK FRAME MANAGEMENT 
A company level task cannot be generalized to being simply a collection of three 
identical platoon level tasks running concurrently. As discussed earlier, in the assembly 
area mission, the company first conducts a road march to the assembly area location and 
then occupies the location. We do not, however, want the entire company to complete the 
roadmarch before beginning the occupation of the assembly area. The platoons are 
conducting different individual missions that encompass the overall company level 
mission. We need a mechanism to decide the particular unit task an individual platoon 
should execute. The problem with attempting to generalize a company level mission from 
a like platoon level mission can best be explained using a company attack. A platoon on its 
own conducting an attack may maneuver and fire towards the enemy. A company attack, 
however, is not simply three platoons conducting concurrent attacks on the same enemy 
location. The company commander must analyze the enemy situation as soon as the lead 
platoon makes contact. He may then decide to establish an attack by fire position for the 
lead platoon and maneuver the remaining two platoons to capitalize on the enemy's weak 
side. It is proposed that the command finite state machine as used by the assembly area 
mission could interpret the changing environment (identify an enemy weakness) and 
initiate the necessary platoon level actions to capitalize on this weakness. 
In general, our argument is that the company level missions cannot be developed as a 
set list of company level tasks, executed in sequence, and managed by the ModSAF task 
manager. The role of the task manager, as outlined in Chapter Ill, is to ensure the 
prerequisite tasks and follow-on tasks are performed for a particular unit level task. Instead, 
we supply a company level task manager, operating as its own finite state machine, that can 
decide which platoon level tasks to execute. It is this ability to trigger platoon level tasks 
based on the environment that is a unique approach to the command and control 
architecture previously used in ModSAF. 
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G. SUMMARY 
The implementation of the assembly area mission included making modification to the 
existing ModSAF code. These changes included: 
• Providing the ability for a unit to determine its own route. 
• Adding a limited ability to conduct tree canopy terrain analysis. 
• Adding an abstracted command finite state machine to sequence the unit tasks for 
the platoons and vehicles of the company. 
The end result is a stand alone library module "Libuassembly" that performs the 
Company Assembly Area mission, and provides the new capabilities listed above. 
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VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. SUMMARY 
This chapter evaluates the Company Level Assembly Area mission described in this 
thesis and proposes areas for future work. With only minor modification to the existing 
code and the addition of some new source code, ModSAF 1.0 was used to develop and 
implement a prototype company-level mission. While this research only attempts to scratch 
the surface of a much larger research problem, it establishes a foothold to continuing 
research in the development of higher level mission planning, both within the architecture 
of ModSAF, and in other related architectures. 
B. ASSESSMENT OF ASSEMBLY AREA MISSION 
1. Route Planning 
The ability for a unit to determine its own road route given a starting location and and 
ending location was added to ModSAF. We attempted to portray a standard military road 
march which includes some basic control measures. This included (as a minimum) a start 
point, a route, and a release point. We discussed having to work around some of the 
"features" that ModSAF provides in its Unit Travel task, like the optimization of the 
entrance point to a route that conflicts with having to cross the start point before using the 
route. Future developments in ModSAF may allow the designation of an absolute starting 
point for the route, which would more closely replicate a standard military road movement. 
2. Terrain Analysis 
Much additional work is needed in this area. We provide only a limited algorithm that 
returns a gross approximation of a tree canopy center of mass; this is used only to portray 
the ability of the units to analyze the terrain and perform mission planning. 
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3. Abstracted Command Finite State Machine Architecture 
We used a finite state machine architecture that abstracted the command and control 
of a company level mission by controlling the independent platoon tasks which make up 
this mission. Our implementation of the finite state machine architecture is different from 
most existing ModSAF tasks. Adding real-time mission planning to a company level 
mission more closely resembles the Company Commander's real-time decision making 
process occuring on the battlefield. With more research, the use of a command-level finite 
state machine may be shown to be instrumental in controlling company level tasks as a 
collection of independent platoon level tasks. The trade off of real-time mission planning 
is the potential time delays introduced into areal time simulation system. However, without 
a greater degree of autonomy, the goal of alleviating the operator from providing the 
necessary realism between platoons and companies will prevent him from replicating a 
force much larger than a battalion. 
4. Realism and Testing of Assembly Area Mission 
Adequate testing for realistic behavior is an entire research area by itself. Testing the 
assembly area mission for realism included a visual inspection of the behaviors of the 
vehicles and units using NPSNET. Using NPSNET, local subject matter experts among the 
students and faculty of the Naval Postgraduate School, provided feedback as to the realism 
of the assembly area mission. Whereas the company road march received high reviews for 
its realistic execution and more natural (and human-like) command and control, the 
selection of routes needs additional work. Algorithms to assist in choosing a best route, i.e. 
when a direct line is more appropriate than a road route, is a needed design improvement. 
5. The Library Module Assembly Area 
Similar to all other ModSAF unit tasks, the assembly area task is encapsulated in a 




The primary purpose of this research was to establish a proof-of-concept that higher 
level tasks, specifically company level tasks and missions, could be developed and 
incorporated into ModSAF. The result is a prototype company level mission -- Occupy an 
Assembly Area -- using the finite state machine architecture of ModSAF 1.0. This mission 
provides realistic timing constraints, communication amongst the autonomous agents, and 
an abstracted commanding finite state machine that provides the building blocks for the 
more complex company-level missions Attack and Defend. The limited complexity of the 
Assembly Area mission permitted rapid development and testing while utilizing the finite 
state machine architecture. The individual behaviors of the autonomous agents could be 
individually analyzed and selectively modified. 
In our developed Company Assembly Area mission, the First Sergeant, operating 
independently of the company, conducted a reconnaissance type mission with specific 
parameters -- identifying a suitable assembly area location. The Company Commander, 
communicating with the First Sergeant, developed a company road march plan, integrating 
the individual platoons' road marches into a company level road march. The ability to 
control multiple platoons performing different unit level tasks is demonstrated in the 
Assembly Area state "Conduct_Roadmarch". The ability to control platoon level tasks at 
an abstracted company commander level utilizing ModSAF l.O's current finite state 
machine architecture is both possible and promising. 
One of the underlying themes of autonomous agents is to free the operator from 
replicating low level behaviors. These behaviors should be automated but still portray 
realism. For an operator to effectively control higher level units, at the company, battalion, 
or higher levels, he must have the ability to implement company missions, which exceeded 
the current abilities of ModSAF 1.0. 
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The analysis of the existing ModSAF architecture, the development of a new company 
level mission, and the testing and evaluation of this mission leads us to draw the following 
conclusions: 
• ModSAF entities require additional terrain reasoning algorithms. 
• ModSAF entities should perform some degree of mission planning. 
• Company level missions should be designed as a collection of independent 
platoon level tasks. 
• The current AAFSM architecture of ModSAF can be utilized to develop realistic 
company-level missions. 
• An abstracted command-level finite state machine controlling the platoon level 
finite state machines is one approach to higher-level command and control. 
D. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Continued development utilizing a company-level finite state machine that 
orchestrates individual platoon tasks to accomplish a company-level mission should be 
applied to the more complex, and needed, company missions of Attack and Defend. These 
two company missions are essential for the growth and development of ModSAF. Having 
gained some insight into the development of higher level mission planning, follow-on 
researchers and developers in this critical area at the Naval Postgraduate School may spend 
more time on the development of the behaviors and less time on understanding the 
ModSAF architecture and system. The cooperative use of information amongst the platoon 
entities, and the command and control decisions made by the company commander with 
respect to this information is a promising area for research. 
Another area of potential research deals with the integration of external mission 
planners to coordinate company level missions. ModSAF 1.0 has the capability to interact 
with SOAR; SOAR is being utilized to enhance the realistic behaviors of complex flight 
systems and aircraft. The use of SOAR or other external mission planners interacting with 
ModSAF to plan and control company and higher level missions is another promising are 
of research in the future development of ModSAF. [Rosenbloom et al, 94] 
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APPENDIX A 
This is the finite state machine for the company level mission "Assembly Area" written 
in the finite state machine protocol language as set forth in the LibTask Programmer's 
Guide [Smith, 93]. 
uassembly UASSEMBL Y _PARAMETERS UASSEMBL Y _STATE UASSEMBL Y _ VARS 
SUBTASK: Vehicle_Move vmove_task SM_VMove VMOVE_PARAMETERS 1 
vmove_init_task_state BCKGRND 
{ 
subtask->route = state->recon_route[which]; 
subtask->speed = private->params->speed; 
subtask->speed_limit = private->params->speed; 
subtask->move_flags = VMOVE_DRIVE_AT_SPEED I VMOVE_STOP _WITH_DIRECTION; 
subtask->termination = VMOVE_ TERM_NEVER; 
subtask->update_distance = 200.0; 
subtask->driving_style = VMOVE_NORMAL; 
} 
END_SUBTASK 










= 0; /* OPEN FORMATION*/ 
= 1; /* ROADMARCH STATION KEEPING*/ 
subtask->conform = 0; 
bzero( &subtask->leader, sizeof(Vehiclel D)); 
subtask->follow_dist = 0.0; 
subtask->follow_angle = 0.0; 
strcpy( subtask->formation, "column"); 
} 
END_SUBTASK 
SUBTASK: Unit_Prep_Occupy_Position upoccupypos_task SM_UPrepOcpyPos 





































i, vmove_substate, found_canopy = FALSE; 
*subord_entry[UNITORG_MAX_BREADTH]; 
unitorg_get_context(unit_entry, (int32)TRUE, (PO_DB_ENTRY **)NULL, 
(PO_DB_ENTRY **)NULL, (int32 *)NULL, (int32)0, 
subord_entry, &private->n_subordinates, 32); 
I* This function initializes the objective_com and recon_route 
*for the 1 SG to the AA. 
*I 
if (compute_recon_route(vehicle_id, unit_entry, parameters, 
private, state)) 
else 
SPAWN &PO_OBJECT_ID(subord_entry[O]) Vehicle_Move 0 
UPDATE Vehicle_Move 0 
11MOVING_ TO _RECON; 
} 
params 






if(!(private->print_MOV _ TO_RECON)) 
{ 
printf("\nSTATE = MOVING_TO_RECON \n"); 
private->print_MOV_TO_RECON =TRUE; 
printf("Direction to enemy= %f\n", parameters->orientation); 
} 
vmove_substate = vmove_state(private->po_db, &state->vmove_task[O]); 






if(compute_recon_route(vehicle_id, unit_entry, parameters, 
private, state)) 











num_canopies = 0, i = 0, vmove_substate; 
my_pos[3]; 
*subord_entry[UNITORG_MAX_BREADTH]; 
*feature_index_list = NULL; 
/* *********************** * 
* CONDUCT RECON * 
* ******************************************************** 
* In this state we search the assembly area bounding box for 
*for a tree canopy that has a minimum radius for the company. 
*If a canopy is not found, establish the assembly area at the 
* center of mass of the search area. The boundary of the 
* AA box is considered an absolute edge boundary and our 
* position cannot be outside it. 
* 
* Future Work: Schedule a set of tree canopies to conduct 
* our reconnaissance. This should include the canopies 
*of interest, and if no canopies areas are found find the 




for(i=O;k3;i++) my_pos[i] = 0.0; 
if(!(private->print_ CONDUCT _RECON)) 
{ 
printf(''\nSTATE = CONDUCT_RECON \n"); 
private->print_CONDUCT_RECON =TRUE; 
} 
unitorg_get_context(unit_entry, (int32)TRUE, (PO_DB_ENTRY **)NULL, 
(PO_DB_ENTRY **)NULL, (int32 *)NULL, (int32)0, 
subord_entry, &private->n_subordinates, 32); 
ent_get_position(vehicle_id, my _pas); 





num_canopies = private->quad_data->canopies.num_models; 
if(!found_canopy) 
{ 
for (i=O; k= num_canopies; i++) 
{ 
if(search_for_tree_canopies(private->quad_data, i, my_pos[X], my_pos[Y], private)) 
found_canopy = TRUE; 
I* The above function returns the largest canopy within the AA box. 
* It does not schedule visiting the other points of 
* interest. Future Work. Make it select all canopies within 
* the aa box and mark them graphically. (working). 
* Tailor the bounding box algorithm to fit within 




printf("The COM of the Selected Canopy is: %f, %f\n", 
private->canopy _ com[X], private->canopy _com[Y]); 
printf("With a Minimum Radius= %f\n", private->radius); 
if((int32)private->objective_com[X] == (int32)private->canopy_com[X] && 










printf("Changing the objective com location\n"); 
private->objective _ com[X] = private->canopy _co m[X]; 




UPDATE Vehicle_Move 0 





printf("No canopies found ... SO WERE HERE \n"); 






if( !(private->print_EST _AA)) 
{ 
} 
printf(''\nSTATE = ESTABLISH_AA \n"); 
private->print_EST_AA =TRUE; 
I* build_assembly_area adds to the each individual unit overlay 
* the graphics needed to occupy an assembly area. 
*I 
build_assembly_area(vehicle_id, unit_entry, private, 







I* Here we look to find the unit closest to the AA and then find 
* a road_route (if one exists) to get us there. 
* Here is where I want to call a routine that establishes the overlay 
* objects for the roadmarch, including the Start Point (SP), Control Points 





printf(''\nST ATE = PLAN_ROADMARCH \n"); 
private->print_PLAN_RD = TRUE; 











if(!(private->print_ CONDUCT _AD)) 
{ 
} 
printf(''\nSTATE = CONDUCT_ROADMARCH \n"); 
private->print_CONDUCT_RD =TRUE; 
unitorg_get_context(unit_entry, (int32)TRUE, (PO_DB_ENTRY **)NULL, 
(PO_DB_ENTRY **)NULL, (int32 *)NULL, (int32)0, 
subord_entry, &private->n_subordinates, 32); 
for (i=1; k6; i++) 
{ 
order= private->march_order[i]; 









private->sp_hit[order] = TRUE; 
printf("Unit %d just hit SP\n", order); 
} 
else/* have already hit SP, are we there yet *I 
if( !(private->occu pying[ order])) 
if( 
{ 
FINISHED Unit_ Travel order 
) 
DELETE Unit_ Travel order 
send_rp_report(order, unit_entry, private, state); 
SPAWN &PO_OBJECT_ID(subord_entry[order]) Unit_Prep_Occupy_Position order 
private->occupying[order] =TRUE; 
printf("Unit %dis now occupying position\n", order); 
} 
else/* this unit is not moving *I 
{ 
if(i == 1) /* if this is the closest platoon get it going *I 
{ 
} 
printf("Unit %d is first to move\n", order); 




prev_order = private->march_order[i-1]; 
if(private->sp_hit[prev_order]) /* Unit before me sp'd? *I 
{ 
printf("Prev unit %d sp'd. Unit %d is now moving\n", 
prev_order, order); 
SPAWN &PO_OBJECT_ID(subord_entry[order]) Unit_ Travel order 
private->moving[order] =TRUE; 
} 
all_occupying = TRUE; 
for (i=1; k6; i++) 
if(!( 
FINISHED Unit_ Travel i 
) ) 
all_occupying =FALSE; 







int32 i = 0, occupied_yet = FALSE; 
if( !(private->print_ OCC _AA)) 
{ 
printf(''\nSTATE = OCCUPYING_POSITIONS \n"); 
private->print_OCC_AA =TRUE; 
} 
clean_march_pts(private, state);/* Delete pts/lines from march*/ 
occupied_yet = TRUE; 
for (i = 1; i < 6; i++) 
{ 
if ( !( 
FINISHED Unit_Prep_Occupy_Position i 
) ) 
occupied_yet = FALSE; 
I* If all the vmove(s) and upoccp(s) are completed goto next state *I 
if (occupied_yet) 






printf("ENDED STATE \n"); 
clean_occupy_pts(private, state); 
if( delete _graphic_ com(private, 
private->po_db, 
parameters->objective)) 
printf("We deleted the objective \n"); 
SUSPEND 






*This creates a bounding box around the tentative assembly area 
*search space. It remains until a new mission is selected. We 
* selected a bounding box that is 3 kilometers by 3 kilometers. 
* The right edge of the box is 1500 meters from the center of mass. 
* *************************************************************************/ 
static void create_aa_bound_box (unit_ entry, private, state) 
PO_DB_ENTRY 















line->overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
line->style = LSplain; 
line->color = OCOverlayDefault; 
line->pointCount = 4; 
line->thickness = 3; 
line->width = 0; 
line->beginArrowHead = noArrowHead; 




line->route = FALSE; 
line->munition = 0; 
line->density = 0.0; 
line->points[O].pointNumber = 0; 
line->points[O].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[O].variant.location.x = private->objective_com[X]- 1500; 
line->points[O].variant.location.y = private->objective_com[Y] + 1500; 
line->points[1].pointNumber = 1; 
line->points[1].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[1].variant.location.x = private->objective_com[X] + 1500; 
line->points[1 ].variant.location.y = private->objective_com[Y] + 1500; 
line->points[2].pointNumber = 2; 
line->points[2].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[2].variant.location.x = private->objective_com[X] + 1500; 
line->points[2].variant.location.y = private->objective_com[Y]- 1500; 
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line->points[3].pointNumber = 3; 
line->points[3].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[3].variant.location.x = private->objective_com[X]- 1500; 
line->points[3].variant.location.y = private->objective_com[Y]- 1500; 
I* If an AA box already exists, update it. Otherwise create a new one *I 
if ((line_entry = po_get_object(private->po_db, &state->assy_area)) && 
(PO_ OBJECT_ CLASS(Iine_entry) == objectCiassline)) 
line_entry = po_change_object(private->po_db, line_entry, line, 
PRO _PO _LINE_ CLASS_ SIZE(Iine->pointCount)); 
else 









* BUILD_ASSEMBL Y _AREA 
* ************************************************************************ 
* This function builds the graphic entries for the occupy position 
*task. It establishes the assembly area for the company. 
* We build the assembly area with relation to the current position of 
*the 1 SG's (7's) vehicle. 
* *********************************************************************** 
*I 
static void build_assembly_area(vehicle_id, unit_entry, private, 
{ 
state, objective_com, radius, parameters) 
int32 vehicle_id; 
PO_DB_ENTRY *unit_entry; 






















for(i=O;k3;i++) my_pos[i] = 0.0; 
/* *************************************************************** 
* The 1 SG is already in the center of the assembly area. We need 
* to construct the occupy positions for the 2 HQ Tanks, and 3 platoon 
*positions. For each position we need 3 TRP's --a Left TRP, Right TRP, 
*and an Engagement Area TRP. 
* For our assembly area location we simplify the TRP's by having 



















unitorg_get_context(unit_entry, (int32)TRUE, (PO_DB_ENTRY **)NULL, 
(PO_DB_ENTRY **)NULL, (int32 *)NULL, (int32)0, 
subord_entry, &private->n_subordinates, 32); 
I* Get ?'s position and direction*/ 
ent_get__position(vehicle_id, my _pas); 
ent_get_direction(vehicle_id, private->orig_direction); 
bzero(line, sizeof(buf)); 
bzero( &point, sizeof(point)); 
/* ************************************************************ * 
* Attributes common to all platoon positions -- line structure * 
* ************************************************************ */ 
line->style = LSplain; 
line->color = OCOverlayDefault; 
line-> thickness = 4; I* lets make it easier to see *I 
line->width = 0; 
line->beginArrowHead = noArrowHead; 





line->munition = 0; 
line->density = 0.0; 
line->pointCount = 5; 
I * ************************** * 
*Attributes common to TAP's * 
* ************************** */ 
point.style = PSTRP; 
point.color = OCOverlayDefault; 
point.dashed = 0; 
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/* ******************************** * 
* Occupy Position Line for 2nd Pit* 
* ******************************** */ 
unit= &PO_UNIT_DATA(subord_entry[3]); /*2nd Pit's Overlay*/ 
line->overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
point.overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
line->points[O].pointNumber = 0; 
line->points[O].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[O].variant.location.x = objective_com[X] - .8660254 * radius; 
line->points[O].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y] + .5 * radius; 
line->points[1].pointNumber = 1; 
line->points[1].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[1].variant.location.x = objective_com[X]- .5 *radius; 
line->points[1].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y] + .8660254 *radius; 
line->points[2].pointNumber = 2; 
line->points[2].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[2] .variant.location.x = objective_ com[X]; 
line->points[2].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y] + radius; 
line->points[3].pointNumber = 3; 
line->points[3].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[3].variant.location.x = objective_com[X] + .5 * radius; 
line->points[3].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y] + .8660254 * radius; 
line->points[4].pointNumber = 4; 
line->points[4].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[4].variant.location.x = objective_com[X] + .8660254 * radius; 
line->points[4].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y] + .5 * radius; 




state->plt_position[3] = PO_ OBJECT _I D(line _entry[ OJ); 
/* ******************** */ 
I* Left TRP for 2nd pit*/ 
/* ******************** */ 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X] - 2.0 * 0.8660254 * radius; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 * 0.5 * radius; 
point_entry[O] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->left_trp[3] = PO_OBJECT_ID(point_entry[O]); 
I* ********************* *I 
/*Right TRP for 2nd Pit*/ 
/* ********************* *I 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X] + 2.0 * 0.8660254 * radius; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 * 0.5 * radius; 
point_entry[1] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->right_trp[3] = PO_ OBJECT _ID(point_entry[1]); 
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/* **************************************** */ 
I* Engagement Area TRP for 2nd Pit*/ 
/* **************************************** */ 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X]; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 * radius; 
point_entry[2] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->ea_trp[3] = PO_ OBJECT _I D(point_entry[2]); 
/* ******************************** */ 
/* Occupy Position Line for 66 *I 
/* ******************************** */ 
unit= &PO_UNIT_DATA(subord_entry[2]); /*66's Overlay*/ 
line->overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
point.overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
line->pointCount = 2; 
line->points[O].variant.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X] + (0.25 * radius) * 
cos(parameters->orientation); 
line->points[O].variant.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + (0.25 * radius) * 
sin(parameters->orientation); 
line->points[1].variant.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X] + (0.50 *radius)* 
cos(parameters->orientation); 
line->points[1].variant.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + (0.50 * radius) * 
sin(parameters->orientation); 




state->plt_position[2] = PO_ OBJECT _I D(line _ entry[1]); 
/* *************** */ 
/* Left TRP for 66 *I 
/* *************** *I 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X] - 2.0 * 0.8660254 * radius; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 * 0.5 * radius; 
point_entry[O] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->left_trp[2] = PO_OBJECT_ID(point_entry[O]); 
/* **************** *I 
/* Right TRP for 66 *I 
/* **************** *I 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X] + 2.0 * 0.8660254 * radius; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 * 0.5 * radius; 
point_entry[1] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->right_trp[2] = PO_ OBJECT _I D(point_ entry[1 ]) ; 
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/* ************************** */ 
I* Engagement Area TRP for 66 *I 
I* ************************** *I 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X]; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 *radius; 
point_entry[2] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->ea_trp[2] = PO_OBJECT_ID(point_entry[2]); 
/* ******************************** */ 
I* Occupy Position Line for 3rd Pit *I 
/**********************************I 
unit= &PO_UNIT_DATA(subord_entry[4]); 
line->overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
point.overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
line->pointCount = 5; 
line->points[O].pointNumber = 0; 
line->points[O].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[O].variant.location.x = objective_com[X]; 
line->points[O].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y]- radius; 
line->points[1].pointNumber = 1; 
line->points[1].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[1].variant.location.x = objective_com[X]- 0.5 *radius; 
I* sin 30 * radius *I 
line->points[1].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y]- 0.8660254 *radius; 
I* cos 30 * radius *I 
line->points[2].pointNumber = 2; 
line->points[2].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[2].variant.location.x = objective_com[X] - 0.8660254 * radius; 
/* cos 30 * radius *I 
line->points[2].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y] - 0.5 * radius; 
I* sin 30 * radius *I 
line->points[3].pointNumber = 3; 
line->points[3].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[3].variant.location.x = objective_com[X]- radius; 
line->points[3]. variant. location. y = objective _com[Y]; 
line->points[4].pointNumber = 4; 
line->points[4].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[4].variant.location.x = objective_com[X]- 0.8660254 *radius; 
/* cos 30 * radius *I 
line->points[4].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y] + 0.5 * radius; 
/*sin 30 * radius *I 
line_entry[1] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassLine, 
FALSE, line, 
PRO _PO _LINE_ CLASS_ SIZE(Iine->pointCount), 
NULL); 
state->plt_position[4] = PO_OBJECT _ID(Iine_entry[1 ]); 
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/* ******************** *I 
/*Left TRP for 3rd Pit*/ 
/* ******************** */ 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X]; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y]- 2.0 * radius; 
point_entry[O] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->left_trp[4] = PO_OBJECT_ID(point_entry[O]); 
/***********************I 
/*Right TRP for 3rd Pit*/ 
/* ********************* */ 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X] - 2.0 * 0.8660254 * radius; 
I* 2 *cos 30 * radius*/ 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 * 0.5 *radius; 
I* 2 * sin 30 * radius*/ 
point_entry[1] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->right_trp[ 4] = PO_ OBJECT _ID(point_entry[1]); 
/* ******************************* *I 
I* Engagement Area TRP for 3rd Pit*/ 
I* ******************************* *I 
point.location.x = (int32) my_pos[X]- 2.0 * 0.8660254 * radius; 
/* 2 *cos 30 * radius*/ 
point.location.y = (int32) my_pos[Y]- 2.0 * 0.5 * radius; 
I* 2 *sin 30 *radius*/ 
point_entry[2] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->ea_trp[4] = PO_OBJECT_ID(point_entry[2]); 
/* ******************************** */ 
I* Occupy Position Line for 1st Pit*/ 
/* ******************************** */ 
unit= &PO_UNIT_DATA(subord_entry[1]); 
line->overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
point.overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
line->points[O].pointNumber = 0; 
line->points[O].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[O].variant.location.x = objective_com[X] + 0.8660254 * radius; 
line->points[O].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y] + 0.5 * radius; 
line->points[1].pointNumber = 1; 
line->points[1].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[1].variant.location.x = objective_com[X] +radius; 
line->points[1]. variant. location. y = objective _comM; 
line->points[2].pointNumber = 2; 
line->points[2].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[2].variant.location.x = objective_com[X] + 0.8660254 *radius; 
line->points[2].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y]- 0.5 * radius; 
line->points[3].pointNumber = 3; 
line->points[3].pointType = PTLocation; 
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line->points[3].variant.location.x = objective_com[X] + 0.5 * radius; 
line->points[3].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y] - 0.8660254 * radius; 
line->points[4].pointNumber = 4; 
line->points[4].pointType = PTLocation; 
line->points[4].variant.location.x = objective_com[X]; 
line->points[4].variant.location.y = objective_com[Y]- radius; 




state->plt_position[1] = PO_OBJECT_ID(Iine_entry[2]); 
/* *********************** *I 
/*Left TRP for 1st Pit *I 
/* *********************** */ 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X] + 2.0 * 0.8660254 * radius; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 * 0.5 * radius; 
point_entry[O] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->left_trp[1] = PO_ OBJECT _ID(point_entry[O]); 
/* ************************* */ 
/* Right TRP for 1st Pit *I 
/* ************************* */ 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X]; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] - 2.0 * radius; 
point_entry[1] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->right_trp[1] = PO_ OBJECT _ID(point_entry[1]); 
/* *************************************** */ 
I* Engagement Area TRP for 1st Pit *I 
/* *************************************** */ 
point.location.x = (int32) my_pos[X] + 2.0 * 0.8660254 * radius; 
point.location.y = (int32) my_pos[Y]- radius; 
point_entry[2] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->ea_trp[1] = PO_OBJECT_ID(point_entry[2]); 
/* ******************************** */ 
/* Occupy Position Line for 65 *I 
/* ******************************** */ 
unit= &PO_UNIT_DATA(subord_entry[S]); /*65's Overlay *I 
line->overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
point.overlayiD = unit->overlayiD; 
line->pointCount = 2; 
line->points[O].variant.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X]- (0.25 * radius) 
* cos(parameters->orientation); 
line->points[O].variant.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y]- (0.25 * radius) 
* sin(parameters->orientation); 
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line->points[1].variant.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X]- (0.5 *radius) 
* cos(parameters->orientation); 
line->points[1].variant.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y]- (0.5 *radius) 
* sin(parameters->orientation); 




state->plt_position[5] = PO_ OBJECT _ID(Iine_entry[1 ]); 
/* ****************** */ 
/*Left TRP for 65 */ 
/* ****************** */ 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X] - 2.0 * 0.8660254 * radius; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 * 0.5 * radius; 
point_entry[O] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->left_trp[5] = PO_OBJECT_ID(point_entry[O]); 
/* ******************** *I 
/* Right TRP for 65 *I 
/* ******************** */ 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X] + 2.0 * 0.8660254 * radius; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 * 0.5 * radius; 
point_entry[1] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 
state->right_trp[5] = PO_ OBJECT _I D(point_entry[1]); 
/* ********************************** */ 
/*Engagement Area TRP for 65 */ 
/* ********************************** */ 
point.location.x = (int32) objective_com[X]; 
point.location.y = (int32) objective_com[Y] + 2.0 * radius; 
point_entry[2] = po_create_object(private->po_db, NULL, objectCiassPoint, 
FALSE, &point, sizeof(point), NULL); 







* This function is used by the First Sergeant when conducting 
* his reconnaissance. It looks for tree canopies close to his 
* position, and determines the area of the canopy by 
* gross approximation. 
* 
* This function will reset the private->objective[3] COM and 
* will set the private-> radius for the assembly area. 
* 
*Note: the 1sg will need an UPDATED Vmove to the new objective 
*COM. Also, do we want the 1 sg to travel to the com of each 
* canopy before deciding? Future Work. 
* 
* For now we will choose the canopy that is closest to the 
* company and large enough for us to fit. 
* ************************************************************* 
*I 
static int32 search_for_tree_canopies (quad_datap, canopy_index, x, y, private) 
QUAD_DATA *quad_datap; 
int32 canopy_index; 
float64 x, y; 






which_canopy = 0; 






xmin = 0.0, xmax = 0.0, ymin = 0.0, ymax = 0.0; 
num_l = 0.0, num_r = 0.0, num_t = 0.0, num_b = 0.0; 
avg_l = 0.0, avg_r = 0.0, avg_t = 0.0, avg_b = 0.0; 
aaxmin, aaxmax, aaymin, aaymax; 
float64 canopy_com[3]; 
float64 the_radius = 0.0, curr_x = 0.0, curr_y = 0.0; 
/*the AA is +1- 1500.0 *I 
for (i=O;k3;i++) canopy_com[i] = 0.0; 
xmin = x - 3000.0; 
xmax = x + 3000.0; 
ymin = y- 3000.0; 
ymax = y + 3000.0; 
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aaxmin = x- 1500.0; 
aaxmax = x + 1500.0; 
aaymin = y- 1500.0; 
aaymax = y + 1500.0; 
num_l = 0.0; 
num_r = 0.0; 
num_t = 0.0; 
num_b = 0.0; 
avg_r = 0.0; 
avg_l = 0.0; 
avg_t = 0.0; 
avg_b = 0.0; 
canopy_ptr = quad_datap->canopies.model_ptr + canopy_index; 
numpts = 0; 
/* 
I* In the diagram above, we want to consider the canopies that have 
*at least one of its extremes within the outer box. We can 
* immediately reject canopy #1 since it has none of its extremes 
*within the outer box (x_min, x_max, y_min, y_max). We will 
* consider 2, 3, 4, and 5 as candidate canopies. We next check 
* if there are any points of the candidate canopies within the inner 
* box. If there are no points within the inner box for the candidate 
* canopy, it is rejected. We therefore eliminate canopies 4 and 5. 
* That leaves us canopies 2 and 3. Canopy 2 COM and avg_left, right 
*top and bottom are determined using the bounding box algorithm. *I 
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I* This canopy has one of its extremes within the outer box *I 
if ((((float64)canopy_ptr->x_min >= xmin) && 
((float64)canopy_ptr->x_min <= xmax)) II 
(((float64)canopy_ptr->x_max <= xmax) && 
((float64)canopy_ptr->x_max >= xmin))) 
{ 
if((((float64)canopy_ptr->y_min >= ymin) && 
((float64)canopy_ptr->y_min <= ymax)) II 
(((float64)canopy_ptr->y_max <= ymax) && 
((float64)canopy_ptr->y_max >= ymin))) 
{ 
printf (''\nTree canopy #%d\n", canopy_index); 
printf ("Points (%d):\n", canopy_ptr->num_pts); 
if((canopy_ptr->x_min < aaxmin) II 
(canopy_ptr->x_max > aaxmax) II 
(canopy_ptr->y_min < aaymin) II 
(canopy_ptr->y_max > aaymax)) 
{ 
printf("This canopy extends beyond AA box\n"); 
/* only include those points strictly within the AA box *I 
I* Are there any points within the AA box? *I 
for (i=O, points= canopy_ptr->points; kcanopy_ptr->num_pts; 
i+=2, points+=2) 
{ 
curr_x = (float64)*points; 
curr_y = (float64)*(points+1); 
/* printf (" x,y = %f, %1\n", (float64)*points,(float64)*(points+ 1 )); *I 
if((curr_x < aaxmin) II 
(curr_x > aaxmax) II 
(curr_y < aaymin) II 
(curr_y > aaymax)) 
{ 
printf(" "); 
/* printf("Not including this point of canopy\n"); *I } . 
else 
{ 
canopy_com[X] += (float64)*points; 
canopy_com[Y] += (float64)*(points+1); 
numptS++; 
/* printf(''total xpts = %f, total ypts = %1\n", 
* canopy_com[X], canopy_com[Y]); 
*I 
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canopy_com[X] I= (float64)numpts; 
canopy_com[Y] I= (float64)numpts; 
for (i=O, points= canopy_ptr->points; kcanopy_ptr->num_pts; 
i+=2, points+=2) 
{ 
if(((float64)*points >= canopy_com[X]) && 
((float64)*points < aaxmax)) 
{ 
} 
avg_r += (float64)*points; 
num_r++; 
if(((float64)*points <= canopy_com[X]) && 
((float64)*points > aaxmin)) 
{ 
} 
avg_l += (float64)*points; 
num_l++; 
if(((float64)*(points+1) >= canopy_com[Y]) && 
((float64)*(pointS+ 1) < aaymax)) 
{ 
} 
avg_t += (float64)*(points+1); 
num_t++; 
if(((float64)*(points+1) <= canopy_comM) && 
((float64)*(points+ 1) > aaymin)) 
{ 
} 
avg_b += (float64)*(points+ 1 ); 
num_b++; 
avg_r I= num_r; 
avg_l I= num_l; 
avg_t I= num_t; 









/* DEALING HERE WITH A CANOPY WITHIN THE AA BOX *I 
printf(''\nThis canopy is within the AA box\n"); 
I* First we need to figure out the center of mass *I 
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} 




/* printf (" x,y = %f, %f\n", (float64}*points,(float64)*(pointS+1)); *I 
canopy_com[X] += (float64)*points; 
canopy_ com[Y] += (float64) *(points+ 1); 
I* printf(''total xpts = %f, total ypts = %f\n", 
* canopy_com[X], canopy_com[Y]); 
*I 
canopy_com[X] I= (0.5 * (float64)canopy_ptr->num_pts); 
canopy_com[Y] I= (0.5 * (float64)canopy_ptr->num_pts); 
for (i=O, points= canopy_ptr->points; kcanopy_ptr->num_pts; 
i+=2, points+=2) 
{ 
if((float64)*points >= canopy_com[X]) 
{ 
} 
avg_r += (float64)*points; 
num_r++; 
if( (float64) *points <= canopy_ com[ X]) 
{ 
} 
avg_l += (float64)*points; 
num_l++; 
if((float64)*(points+ 1) >= canopy_comM) 
{ 
} 
avg_t += (float64 )*(points+ 1); 
num_t++; 
if((float64)*(points+ 1) <= canopy_comM) 
{ 
} 
avg_b += (float64)*(pointS+ 1 ); 
num_b++; 
avg_r I= num_r; 
avg_l I= num_l; 
avg_t I= num_t; 
avg_b I= num_b; 
printf ("x_min,y_min = %d, %d x_max,y_max = %d, %d\n", 
canopy _ptr->x_min, 
canopy _ptr->y _min, canopy _ptr->x_max, canopy _ptr->y _max); 
printf ("Height= %d\n", canopy_ptr->height); 
printf ("Impenetrable= %d\n", canopy_ptr->impenetrable); 
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printf ("COM X= %f, COM Y = %f\n", canopy_com[X], canopy_com[Y]); 
I* Before we continue let's see if the com of this canopy is within our 
* assy area bounding box. 
*I 
I* Now lets get the average bounding box for this canopy 
* 
*We do this by: 
* 
* 
Estimation of Center of Mass 
Left 
Extreme 
*Find the average x value in the right section. 
* Find the average x value in the left section. 
* Find the average y value in the top section. 
* Find the average y value in the bottom section. 
* 
* This will give us a gross box with which we can calculate an 
* approximate area. 
*I 
printf("Xpts R of COM: %f\n", num_r); 
printf("Xpts L of COM: %f\n", num_l); 
printf(''Ypts T of COM: %f\n", num_t); 
printf(''Ypts B of COM: %f\n", num_b); 
printf(''The tree canopy averages are:\ntop: %f\nbottom: %f\nright: %f\nleft: %f\n", 
avg_t, avg_b, avg_r, avg_l); 
I* Will need an array structure to hold the following information 
*obtained from above: 
* The number of canopies found 
* The center of mass of each canopy 




I* For our selection process, we need to refine 
* whether the canopy com is within our user 
* specified bounding box 
*I 
/*find the closest canopy to the company *I 
/*determine the minimum radius*/ 
the_radius = 1.0E+100; 
if ((canopy_com[X]- avg_l) < the_radius) 
the_radius = (canopy_com[X]- avg_l); 
if ((avg_r- canopy_com[X]) < the_radius) 
the_radius = (avg_r- canopy_com[X]); 
if ((avg_t- canopy_com[Y]) < the_radius) 
the_radius = (avg_t- canopy_com[Y]); 
if ((canopy_com[Y]- avg_b) < the_radius) 
the_radius = (canopy_com[Y]- avg_b); 
if(the_radius > private->radius && 
the_radius >= 30.0) 
{ 
} 
private->radius = the_radius; 
which_canopy = canopy_index; 
private->canopy_com[X] = canopy_com[X]; 
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